
































































































































































































































































































































































Sta:    I just spent most of the day playing on Mario cart
56#%&'#+N/++T%7%$%,(%&8+&(+JB#$H(0B#,8
s!.1EDt
Emm:    What you been up t(h)ough?
56#%&'#+L/&./0$6JB#$8?&$%7%$%,(%
s!.1EDt
Sop:    Frankie’s lost my gem.
56#%&'#+Q/++T%7%$%,(%&8+&#&*B%(0G(&C$+2B&+7&+8/%$*
s!.1E^t
Sta:    I don’t understa:nd it. I do:n’t- uh scallies and
        (.) everyone (.) mentio:n (.) long hai:r
56#%&'#+S/++U+,J*B%(0G(&$%7%$%,(%
s!.1FWt

















01  Bee:    nYeeah, hh This feller I have(nn)/(iv)
02          "felluh"; this ma:n. (0.2) t! hhh He
03          ha::(s) uffehwhowho I have fer
04          Linguistics [is real]ly too much,= 
05  Ava:                [Mm  hm?]
06  Bee:    =hh[h      ] I didn’t notice it at first=    























01  Les:    °Oh:.°  hh £ Yi-m- You !know I-I- I'm broiling
02          about something hhhheh[heh  hhhh
03  Joy:                          [Wha::t.
04  Les:    Well that  sa:le. (0.2) at- at (.) the
05          vicarage.
06          0.6)
07  Joy:    Oh !ye[:s,
08  Les:          [ t
09          (0.6)
10  Les:    u (.) ihYour friend 'n mi:ne wz the:re
11          (0.2)
12  ( ):    (h[h hh)
13  Les:    [mMister: R:,















































































































































































































































































01  Ann:    Was last night the first time you 
02          met Missiz Kelly
03          (1.0)
04  Bea:    Met whom?
05  Ann:    Missiz Kelly




























01 Lin:  It does, it does have an effect on you because (0.2) 
02       if you’ve thought of yourself as heterosexual (1.0) 
03       and you (.) >suddenly find yourself attracted to a 
04       °it happened to me,< (0.2) a few years ago°









































































































01  A:    I just came back from Irzuapa







































01  HV:    He’s enjoying that [isn’t he
02   F:                       [!!Yes, he certainly is=
03   M:    He’s not hungry ‘cuz (h)he’s ju(h)st (h)had
04         ‘iz bo:ttle .hhh
05         (0.5)
06: HV:    You’re feeding him on (.) Cow and Gate





















01  A:    It’s where  uh (.) uh girls and fella:s 
02        meet isn’t it?
03        (0.9)









































































































01 Lou:    Ri::ght. Is Annie allowed to come.
02 Fra:    Yeah.
03 Lou:    Right hh .hh Aneka’s just text me hh .hh
04 Fra:    What did she sa:y.


































01 Sop:    Right, you know this lad at my school.
02         Y- Oh yeah you do. .hh Martin?
03         (0.4)
04 Emm:    One minute you’ve gone really quiet
05         ((clicks for 1.4))
06 Sop:    Can you hear me now.
07 Emm:    Erm yeah.
08 Sop:    Right you know Martin.
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09 Emm:    Oh it’s gone fuzzy.
10         (1.5)
11 Sop:    Right it doesn’t matter .HHH
12 Emm:    It’s this phone line ( )
13         Ooh (0.5) can you hear all those noises
14         (0.4)
15 Sop:    No
16         (0.4)
17 Emm:    Oh
18         (0.7)
19 Emm:    Right okay
20 Sop:    Right you know Martin. You spoke to him
21         on MSN. 
22         (1.0)
23 Emm:    Oh I hate him
24 Sop:    Huh .hh yeah:































01 Mark:    So ('r) you da:ting Keith?
02          (1.0)
03 Karen:   'Sa frie:nd.
04          (0.5)
05 Mark:    What about that girl 'e use tuh go with
06          fer so long.
07 Karen:   Alice? I [don't- ] they gave up.
08 Mark:             [(mm)   ]
09          (0.4)
10 Mark:    ('Oh?)
11 Karen:   I dunno where she is but I-
12          (0.9)
13 Karen:   Talks about 'er evry so o:ften, but- I dunno 















































01 Mark:    So ('r) you da:ting Keith?
02          (1.0)
03 Karen:   'Sa frie:nd.
04          (0.5)
05 Mark:    What about that girl 'e use tuh go with
06          fer so long.
07 Karen:   Alice? I [don't- ] they gave up.
08 Mark:             [(mm)   ]
09          (0.4)
10 Mark:    ('Oh?)
11 Karen:   I dunno where she is but I-
12          (0.9)
13 Karen:   Talks about 'er evry so o:ften, but- I dunno 
14          where she is.
15          (0.5)
16 Mark:    hmh
17          (0.2)
18 Sheri:   Alice was stra::nge,
19          (0.3) ((rubbing sound))
20 Mark:    Very o:dd. She usetuh call herself a 
21          pro:stitute,='n I useteh- (0.4) ask 'er if she 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































01  Vic:    So w(hh)e sst: sstuff her under the goddam bed
02          rolled up in the blanket and Royal Mounted Police
03          comes in, says I heard there was a complaint from
04          the landlord last night that some women and
05          some guy came through the window uh .hh any
06          women in here I says n:o sir. I’m in the Navy
07          and I don’t mess with you know 
08          (I’m [         )       ]







10          [ha ha ha ha ha ah ah ah ah ah!
11  Vic:    [A(h)h (h)women, yeh.  
12  Mik:    [ah!  ah!  ah!  hh!  hh!  hh!]=
13  Joe:    [If it were a man, be alright]= 
14  Vic:    [Some   shit   like  that    ]=yeah=
15  Car:    =eh! .hh
16  Mik:    .hh! .hh! [hh! .hhhh
17  Vic:              [Some shit  li[ke that
18  Mik:                            [Just us two [fa(h)ggots=
19  Car:                                        [eh!
20  Vic:    =Yup, .hh=
21  Car:    =[Victor
22  Vic:    =[Tha:t’s what I am if I got to marry that shit

























































































































00      ((Ring ring))
01  Mar:    Hello?
02  Kar:    .hh Hiya Mary
03  Mar:    Hi:::
04  Kar:    .hh Hello:. Can you tell me the craic now.
05          (.)
06  Mar:    Uhm Yeah I can. But uh got a really really cheeky 
07          favour to ask you.
08  Kar:    Oh go on. Go on.
09  Mar:    Uhm (0.3) I’m going to a !party! tonight right
10  Kar:    Yeah?
11  Mar:    !John’s invited me! !!(                )!!
12          (1.2 )
13  Mar:    !But uhm (0.9) sorry
14          (0.3)
15  Kar:    Huh huh huh huh .hhhh
16  Mar:    H(h)m
17          (2.9)
18  Mar:    But uhm: (0.6)like my mum wouldn’t let me go. So
19          I just said I was going with John. So I s- I said
20          that I’m sleeping at yours. Is that alright.
21          (.)
22  Kar:    Yeah. It’s fine. 
{87 lines deleted in which Mary and Karen discuss Karen’s 
forthcoming holiday plans}
109  Mar:    HHh Did you want the craic
110  Kar:    I do. I do.
111  Mar:    [Okay          ]
112  Kar:    [That’s what I-] that’s what I want. 
113          (.)
114  Kar:    The craic
115  Mar:    You know (       ) hhhh h(h)m .hh You know like
116          (0.2) John was texting me. Saying that he liked
117          me and stuff.
118  Kar:    Yeah
119  Mar:    And I didn’t know what I wanted to do.
120  Kar:    .hh Mmhm
121          (.)
122  Mar:    But I [decided   ] that I do like really like= 
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123  Kar:          [((sniffs))] 
124  Mar:    =him now.
125         (0.2)
126  Kar:    Mmhm:
127  Mar:    And uhm I didn’t know like I don’t know- 
128          still don’t know what to do about Katie. 
129          Because she said it’s fine.
130          (0.8)
131  Mar:    And like (.) but (0.3) I d- I don’t know.
132          She keeps saying- every time I talk to 
133          her about it she keeps saying you know 
134          .hh well it’s not like I can do anything about 
135          it. Blah blah blah. You know.   
136  Kar:    I saw Katie:: yesterday. I thought
137          she seemed like just (.) really happy about 
138          everything s[o
139  Mar:                [Oh that’s all right then.
140          (0.2)
141  Mar:    She’s probably fine
142          (.)
143  Kar:    Yea::h
144  Mar:    (Because the) (      ) said nothing’s actually
145          happened except that it has happened.<But
146          she probably didn’t know. Huh
147  Kar:    Ooh:: ""Tell me,
148          (.)
149  Mar:    Well er:m (0.7) I was at his house
150          the day before I went to Wales 
151          ˚and we kissed˚
152          (1.0)
153  Kar:    Aw was it good.
154          (.)
155  Mar:    <Yea::h. It was lov:ley:>
156          (.)
157  Kar:    Ah:::::[::::::::  ]
158  Mar:           [It was all] like (0.8) Oh it
159          was all the kind of fireworks
160          tingly feeling one
161          (0.7)
162  Kar:    """Aw mpt That’s so cute.
163  Mar:    Oh: I was so happy.
164          (0.3)
!/#B8%$&M+2$
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165  Mar:    And then (1.0) And then I went away and
166          I was texting him loads. And then I
167          came back. .hhh And we’d sort of
168          talked about it. 
169          (0.5)
170  Kar:    Yeah[::
171  Mar:        [( ) like. And then (0.9) I was 
172          a little naughty hhhhhhhhh
173  Kar:    Wh(h)at d(h)id you do::.
174          (.)
175  Mar:    Erm well I tol- I don’t know why 
176          but I told him I was on my period.
177          (0.5)
178  Mar:    I think that was like kind of 
179          like a barrier thing wasn’t it.
180  Kar:    Oh right. [Yeah.
181  Mar:              [Because you don’t
182          want to rush into anything. So
183          I told him I was on my period but 
184          like I sort of ˚ did stuff to 
185          him.˚
186         (0.9)
187  Kar:    Tch tch tch [Mary.
188  Mar:                [Hum hm
189          (0.7)
190  Mar:    But I don’t know it didn’t feel
191          like wrong or anything.
192          (0.9)
193  Kar:    It’s good I think. 
194          (.)
195  Kar:    I think you make a good couple.
196  Mar:    Yeah. That’s what everyone says.
197          <I mean we went on a really nice 
198          walk last night right.
199  Kar:    ((Sniffs))
… Continues to discuss reported (independent) views of Mary 
















01  Mar:    Hello?
02  Kar:    .hh Hiya Mary
03  Mar:    Hi:::
04  Kar:    .hh Hello:. Can you tell me the craic now.



















06  Mar:    Uhm Yeah I can. But uh got a really really cheeky 
07          favour to ask you.
08  Kar:    Oh go on. Go on.
09  Mar:    Uhm (0.3) I’m going to a !party! tonight right
10  Kar:    Yeah?
11  Mar:    !John’s invited me! !!(                )!!
12          (1.2 )
13  Mar:    !But uhm (0.9) sorry
14          (0.3)
15  Kar:    Huh huh huh huh .hhhh
16  Mar:    H(h)m
17          (2.9)
18  Mar:    But uhm: (0.6)like my mum wouldn’t let me go. So
19          I just said I was going with John. So I s- I said
20          that I’m sleeping at yours. Is that alright.
21          (.)















































































01 Lin:    It does it does have an effect on you. Because
02         (0.2) if you’ve thought of yourself as
03         heterosexual(1.0) and (.) >you suddenly find 
04         yourself attracted to a woman °it happened to me 
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05         (0.2) <a few years ago it’s very (0.8) disturbing, 
06         [in a] way its=
07  Kit:   [Mm  ]
08  Lin:    =it’s (0.2) makes you very anxious.
09          (.)
10  Lin:    Because you then don’t know how you’re supposed
11          to respond.=
12  Kit:    =Mm [mm 
13  Lin:        [And (.) e- if you found out that your 
14          partner was an intersex you would wonder (.) >how 
15          do I respond to this person sexually<








































































109  Mar:    HHh Did you want the craic
110  Kar:    I do. I do.
111  Mar:    [Okay          ]
112  Kar:    [That’s what I-] that’s what I want. 
113          (.)
















115  Mar:    You know (        ) hhhh h(h)m .hh You know like
116         (0.2) John was texting me. Saying that he liked
117          me and stuff.
118  Kar:    Yeah
119  Mar:    And I didn’t know what I wanted to do.
120  Kar:    .hh Mmhm
121          (.)
122  Mar:    But I [decided   ] that I do like really like= 
123  Kar:          [((sniffs))] 
124  Mar:    =him now.
125         (0.2)



























































127  Mar:    And uhm I didn’t know like I don’t know- 
128          still don’t know what to do about Katie. 
129          Because she said it’s fine.
130          (0.8)
131  Mar:    And like (.) but (0.3) I d- I don’t know.
132          She keeps saying- every time I talk to 
133          her about it she keeps saying you know 
134          .hh well it’s not like I can do anything
135          about it. Blah blah blah. You know.   
136  Kar:    I saw Katie:: yesterday. I thought
137          she seemed like just (.) really happy about 
138          everything s[o
139  Mar:                [Oh that’s all right then.
140          (0.2)
141  Mar:    She’s probably fine
142          (.)













































































144  Mar:    (Because the) (      ) (said) nothing’s actually
145          happened except that it has happened.<But
146          she probably didn’t know. Huh
147  Kar:    Ooh:: ""Tell me,
148          (.)
149  Mar:    Well er:m (0.7) I was at his house
150          the day before I went to Wales 
151          ˚and we kissed˚
152          (1.0)
153  Kar:    Aw was it good.
154          (.)
155  Mar:    <Yea::h. It was lov:ley:>
156          (.)
157  Kar:    Ah:::::[::::::::  ]
158  Mar:           [It was all] like (0.8) Oh it
159          was all the kind of fireworks
160          tingly feeling one
161          (0.7)
162  Kar:    """Aw mpt That’s so cute.
163  Mar:    Oh: I was so happy.





































































































































165  Mar:    And then (1.0) And then I went away and
166          I was texting him loads. And then I
167          came back. .hhh And we’d sort of
168          talked about it. 
169          (0.5)
170  Kar:    Yeah[::
171  Mar:        [( ) like. And then (0.9) I was 
172          a little naughty hhhhhhhhh
173  Kar:    Wh(h)at d(h)id you do::.
174          (.)
175  Mar:    Erm well I tol- I don’t know why 
176          but I told him I was on my period.
177          (0.5)
!/#B8%$&M+2$
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178  Mar:    I think that was like kind of 
179          like a barrier thing wasn’t it.
180  Kar:    Oh right. [Yeah.
181  Mar:               [Because you don’t
182          want to rush into anything. So
183          I told him I was on my period but
184          like I sort of ˚ did stuff to 
185          him.˚
186         (0.9)
187  Kar:    Tch tch tch [Mary.
188  Mar:                [Hum hm
189          (0.7)
190  Mar:    But I don’t know it didn’t feel
191          like wrong or anything.
192          (0.9)
193  Kar:    It’s good I think. 
194          (.)
195  Kar:    I think you make a good couple.
196  Mar:    Yeah. That’s what everyone says.
197          <I mean we went on a really nice 
198          walk last night right.





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































02  Bev:    He is a she- and everything’s fine
03  Pat:    [So you went to a woman?
04  Ava:    [A girl doctor?  Sick!  
05          What if she’s a lesbian
06  Bev:    I’d rather have a lesbian check me out 












































































































[Kitzinger BCC01, 2007: 41-42]
01 Amy:    Yeah. Well I- I was- I was getting emotiona:l at
02         the end [( )]
03 Clt:            [mm .hhh well it’s not sur]prising and
04         you’re in no way £abnormal because you get
05         em(h)otional huh anyone would.£
06         (0.2)
07 Amy:    As- as- in- pre(h)gnancy(h)?=yea(h)h huh. 
08         [ (      )]
09 Clt:    [Yes and a]fterwards too I mean all these
10         reactions are VEry very normal you know.
11 Amy:    yea::h?
12 Clt:    .hhh I know the:y uh: they (.) >turn your world
13         upside down< but u::h .hhh hhhhh .hh I have women
14         worryi:ng whether >you know< i:t’s (.) they’re 
15         gonna crack up. Mentally. 
16         Un[der the stress of it.]
17 Amy:      [(                   )]




















































01 Lou:    And the:n on the way they are (.) they’re taking
02         me: and Jan to Teen Circuit.
03         (0.2)
04 Lou:    They just drop Anne off (   ) Rainbows on the
05         way back.
Extract Four
[CTS36]
01  Ell:   .HHH but John was there, he was even worse.
02         I swear after like a shot of vodka he 
03         was (.) pretty much out of it.
Extract Five
[CTS16]
01  Sta:    Yeah. So it was pretty boring at my dad’s today 
02          man. But on the way back we were talking about





02  Lou:    Yeah. ‘Cause my sister’s got Rainbows.
Extract Seven
[CTS08]
01  Emm:    Oh there’s a lad at my school. My year. 
02          (0.6)
03  Emm:    Because .hh he hasn’t got neat handwriting so he
04          writes on a lap-top instead.
Extract Eight
[TG]
01  Bee:    nYeeah, .hh This feller I have(nn)/(iv)"felluh"
02          this ma:n. (0.2) t! .hhh He ha::(s) uffeh who who
03          I have fer Linguistics [is real]ly too=   
04  Ava:                           [Mm  hm?]  
05  Bee:    =much, .hh[h ][I  ] didn'=         
06  Ava               [Mm][hm,]
05  Bee:    =notice it b't there's a woman in my class who's
06          a nurse 'n. .hh she said to me she s'd didju
07          notice he has a ha:ndicap en I said wha:t.
08          You know I said I don't see anything wrong 
09          wi[th im, she says his ha:nds.
Extract Nine
[CTS13]
01  Emm:    Have you already told your dad you’re coming
02          at mine.
03          (0.4)
04  Sop:    Yeah
05          (0.2)
06  Emm:    Right. What did he say?
07          (0.8)
08  Sop:    He said (.) okay
09          (0.2)
10  Emm:    Oh cool
Extract Ten
[CTS23]
03  Mum:                      [Who’s this friend
04          of Teagen’s then. hh
X0,C20*H(&#,6&O,8%$#(H+,#"&T%"%>#,(%
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05  Pen:    Oh she’s just called Alice. I don’t know her I’ve
06          never met her. >Well I’ve met her once before but
07          (0.7) never been to her house or nothing ‘cause- 
08          ACTually yeah (0.4) erm the reason why I went












01  Fra:    .hhh Are you going next Tuesday.
02          (.)
03  Lou:    Erm I might not be going on Tuesday.
04          (0.6)
05  Fra:    I’m only going on Tuesday’s. I’m not going on
06          Thursdays.
07          (.)
08  Lou:    Aw::
09          (0.4)
10  Fra:    Unless I go on Thursdays and not on Tuesdays.
11  Lou:    I’m going on Thursdays. So it’s more convenient.
12          (0.3)
13  ( ):    ((Background cough))
14  Fra:    It’s- (.) I don’t know. ‘Cause I’ve got like no
15          way of getting home and stuff.
16  Lou:    Yeah. ‘Cause my sister’s got Rainbows.
17          (1.2)
18  Lou:    And the:n on the way they are (.) they’re taking
19          me: and Jan to Teen Circuit.       
20          (0.2)
21  Lou:    They just drop Anne off (      ) Rainbows on the
Chapter Five
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22          way back.
23          (1.1)

















































01  Emm:    ‘Cause I knew I wouldn’t have to any writing
02          for GCSE coursew(hh)o(h)rk .hhhhh I probably will
03          but you know.
04          (0.8)
05  Sop:    Well I liked it you know when I burned my 
06          hand .hhh I got to go on the computer all the 
07          time when everyone else had to write down stuff.
08          (.)
09  Emm:    Oh there’s a lad at my school. My year. 
10          (0.6)
11  Emm:    Because .hh he hasn’t got neat handwriting so he
12          writes on a lap-top instead.
13          (0.4)
14  Sop:    Huh huh huh You know when we used to like 









































































72 I refer to them as girls because the transcript is called TG, an acronym that stands for ‘Two Girls’.  It is likely 






01  Bee:    A:nd, she wz very difficul'tuh unduhstand.
02  Ava:    No, she ain't there anymoh,
03  Bee:    No I know I mean she, she's gone a long t(h)ime
04          (h)a'rea(h)[dy? hh
05  Ava:               [Mm, [hhmh!
06  Bee:                    [.hhh
07                (0.2)
08  Bee:    nYeeah, .hh This feller I have(nn)/(iv)"felluh";
09          this ma:n. (0.2) t! .hhh He ha::(s) uffeh who who
10          I have fer Linguistics [is real]ly too much=    
11  Ava:                           [Mm  hm?]                
12  Bee:    =.hh[h  ] I didn' notice it b't there's a woman=
13  Ava:    Mm  [hm,]
14  Bee:    =in my class who's a nurse 'n. .hh she said
15          to me she s'd didju notice he has a
16          ha:ndicap en I said wha:t. Youknow I said I don't
17          see anything wrong wi[th im, she says 
















































01  Sta:    I was talking to Kev ri:ght. 
02          (.)
03  Sta:    And I think we were watching something on telly.
04          (0.4)
05  Sta:    And he he he went he came in- knocked on the 
06          door. And I went !"come in! ((timidly))
07          (0.4)
08  Sta:    A[nd] (0.3) we must have looked like a gay=
09  Pen:     [hh]             
10  Sta:    =couple or something.
11  Pen:    hhh hh[hh .hhh]
12  Sta:          [I don’t] care.
13  Pen:    hhh [huh huh     ] .hhh
14  Sta:        [But like uhm] 
15  Sta:    He came and in and went are you coming
16          downstairs. ‘Cause you meant to be socialising.




























01  Lou:    And the:n on the way they are (.) they’re taking
02          me: and Jan to Teen Circuit.       
03          (0.2)
04  Lou:    They just drop Anne off (   ) Rainbows on the way
05          back.
06          (1.1)
07  Fra:    Yeah
08          (1.1)
09  Fra:    That’s shan where you go to get to go ice
10          (         ) i- ice-skating tomorrow. hhh huh .hhh
11          (0.2)
12  Lou:    Mm"hm (             )
13          (0.3)
14  Fra:    That’s just shan. hhh .hhhhh Is it li- like
15          (.) all the girls that she teaches or just
16          your class.
17  Lou:    No. She’s taking some out of her form. And 
18          there’s just enough spaces for some more girls
19          to go.
20          (0.7)
21  Fra:    hhhhh .hhhh
22          (0.3)
23  Fra:    So she just said right you’re going. hhhhh huh
24          huh
25          (0.8)
26  Lou:    Mm
27          (1.3)
28  Lou:    What?
29          (0.2)
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30  Fra:    Did she just say like right you’re going hhhh
31  Lou:    Mm
32          (0.5)
33  Fra:    Did she like say that boys could go first. And
34          then talk to you all. 
35          (0.2)
36  Lou:    No
37          (0.9)
38  Fra:    What did she do
39          (0.5)
40  Lou:    (                    ) please
41          (0.4)
42  Fra:    hh huh
43          (0.7)
44  Lou:    And the:n erm Kate ran out and goes .hh "" WE’RE 
45          GOING ICE-SKATING. [ ( ]   ) (boys started to=
46  Fra:                       [Huh]
47  Lou:    =(shout)                     
48          (0.5)
49  Lou:    Oh we wanna go. That’s not fair. How come the
50          girls get to go. .hh So she had to say just
51          Miss Fimby’s PE group.
52          (0.3)
53  Fra:    Hm!
54          (0.8)
55  Fra:    .hhhh Yeah. HHHH [If it] was that I would=
56  Lou:                     [Uhm  ]
57  Fra:    =be going. hhh 
58  Lou:    What?
59  Fra:    .hh If it was that I would be going.
60          (0.2)
61  Fra:    Uo ((fake cry?))
62          (0.6)
63  Fra:    But I’m not.
64  Lou:    So she had to spend a::ges telling everybody that
65          it was only the girls who were allowed to go.
66          (.)
67  Fra:    H(h)m
68          (1.4)
69  Fra:    Tch Oh well [then.
70  Lou:                [(And she goes) and to be honest I’d
71          much much much much prefer the girls to go.
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72          Because they’re better behaved on buses.
73          (0.3)
74  Fra:    H(hh)m:
75  Lou:    Which is perfectly true.
76          (.)
77  Fra:    Yea(hh)h huh huh
78  Lou:    Do you remember when we were going down to
79          ((Village)) there was a food fight on the bus. 
80          On the front
81          (0.2)
82  Fra:    HHHH huh huh (0.4) .HHH
83          (1.0)
84  Fra:    When we were going to that Theme Park people kept
85          on passing somebody’s sh:oe:
86          (1.1)
87  Lou:    Shoe
88  Fra:    Yeah
89  Lou:    hih ug(hhh)h
90          (0.3)
91  Fra:    .HHHHH hhhhh .hh Some [(            ) shoe or= 
92  Lou:                          [(                 )   =  
93  Fra:    =something]
94  Lou:    =(     )  ]
95          (0.7)
96  Lou:    Guess who ate a lump of cat poo today. 
97          (.)
98  Fra:    Wha(hh)t
99  Lou:    Guess who ate a lump of cat poo toda(hh)y
100  Fra:   I(h) do(h)n’t kno(h)w. Who .hhh



































01  Ali:    Oh: hhh lie down both of ((Pointing to Fra)) you.
02          Then you: [lie] down=
03  Mum:              [Mm ] 
04  Ali:    =and Frankie lie down. Then I’ve got too many. So
05          you ac::tu::ally::: be- and ((Pointing to Mum 
06          and Dad)) you two be the grown up. And I’ll be
07          the grown up. (Pointing to Mum)) You be called 
08          Linda.
09  Mum:    Right.  
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10  Ali:    And ((pointing to Dad)) you will be called Emma.
11          (.)
12  Ali:    Nurs- nursery has a grown up Emma so ((pointing 
13          to Dad)) you be the (.) Emma.
14          (0.4)
15  Mum:    So I’m Linda.
16  Ali:    Yeah. And I’m Janet. And ((Pointing to Dad)) 
17          sh- and he and she and hhh and- (.) h:e he (.)
18          he be Emma. But but Emma’s a girl but but the
19          but hhh but d- (0.3) tch but Daddy can- 
20          .hh but but the boy the boy but he but 
21          the man can be the the the the the the grown up.
22          (.)
23  Ali:    Called Emma.
24          (0.3)
25  Mum:    Yeah
26  Ali:    He can be the bo:y Emma. 
27  Mum:    #°He can b(h)e the-°
28  Ali:    (      ) nursery has a lit- erm just a girl but
29          erm but hh but lets just go now.
30  Mum:    Huh huh huh .hhhh Okay. So (.) Janet! 
31          What are we going to do today. In nursery. 
32          What are we going to do with all the children.
33  Ali:    No. They just sleep ‘cause it’s sleep time.
34  Mum:    Oh. Is it sleep time.
35  Ali:    ((Pointing to Mum and Dad)) You two can’t.





























































01  Sta:    And then the:se woman- women sat sat behind us
02          (0.5)
03  Sta:    And (0.4) they started going on about it
04          (0.4)
05  Sta:    Saying watch your cigarettes because they 























01 A:    How is Missuz Hooper. 
02 B:    Uh oh, about the same. 
03 A:    mm, mm mm mm. Have they uh th-uh 
04       Then she’s still continuing in the same way. 
05 B:    Yes, mm hm. 
06 A:    Well I hope uh he can con- uh can, carry on 
07       that way, be[cause- 

























01  Nan:    [A:nd a]h,.hhh hez bih with'm f*er *abaht fifteen 
02          yea*:rss.h a:nd ah,h So co:nsequentl*y he's very?
03          (.) eez intelligen'? en he'ss ah .hh NOT
04          HA:NS*'M. .hh But he's ni:ce l*ook*i:ng 
05          [ih a::n]d ah jist a ri:l ril nice:=
06  Emm:    [M m  hm]
07  Nan:    =PERs'nable, VERY pers'nable, VERY SW*EET. .hhh
08          VE:R*Y: (.) C"NSIDERATE MY GOD ALL I HAD DO WZ
09          LOOK ETTA CIGARETTE'N ‘E WZ OUTTA TH'CHAIR
10          LIGHTING(h)IT CHHHE KNO(h)OW [.hehh.hh]=
11  Emm:                                 [I:  KNO:]=
12          =[W   U T ]
13  Nan:    =[One a'th]ose kind .hhhhh [A::]n'= 
14  Emm:                               [Yes]
15  Nan:    =so[: but [we   w'r]
16  Emm:       [THEY  [DO THAT ][BEFORE EN] A:FTER] THEY]= 
17  Nan:                        [eeYhhehee]    AHH]  HAH]= 
18  Emm:    = D O]:n't. ]  
19  Nan:    = HAH].hhhhh]hhhh
20  Emm:    [('R eez)]
21  Nan:    [N__O__H]:? E-HELEN HEZ °KNown Ro:b,° 







































































01  Pen:  .hhhh Yeah we(h)ll I di- at least I cut it 
02        like .hhh >you know< in like a no:rmal sort’a 
03        [s h a : pe[ even though- [yeah [but =
04  Sta:  [>I’ve sort[ed  it  ou:t< [now [anyway=
05         [(               )]
06  Pen:  =[KEV JUST CUT A BI]G CHUNK out’a the back’v
07        your cro:wn. He just got hold of your hai:r
08        ‘n chopped it. [H u h  h u h   h u h  h uh ]=
09  Sta:                 [So:. I can cover that u::p.]
10  Pen:  =[huh huh huh  [.hhhhh ]WHA:T u: at least=
11  Sta:  =[I couldn’t’v [(     )]
12  Pen+  =I did it l[i k e] you know, intentionally=
13  Sta:             [mHhh!]=
14  Pen:  =to make it look nice.=Kev just chopped a 
15        big (.) l- like (.) sloa:ds: hhh! (.) a big 
16        piece of your "hai:r  off at the b"ack. .hh
17        That’s gonna- .h when that [starts  growing ]
18  Sta:                             [Yeah he did (   ] ) 
19         he messed it [u p .]
20  Pen:                [When-] when that starts growing 
21        though you’re going to have like a bi(h)g pie(h)ce
22         of (h)hair °sti(h)cking up° [Hah hah hah]=          
23  Sta:                               ["OO:::H!  ]=
24  Pen:    =[Heh heh heh heh!  ]
25  Sta:    =[Why is that funny.]
26  Pen:    .hhhh huh [huh! huh °hah° ]
27  Sta:              [If it’s funny ]= I’ll have (.)
28        [people sa:ying things to me] ‘n:: (.) shouting=
29  Pen:  [hah  hah    hah   hah      ]
30  Sta:  =at m- <The other day I got on the Me:t: .hh I 
31        thought “what the he:ll goes through your hea:d.”
32        [  I   probably   to:ld      you:.     ]             
33  Pen:  [((voiceless laughter getting louder ))] 
34  Sta:  It’s like .hh [bloody .hh every-]
35  Pen:                [.HHH hah hahah   ] hah
36  Sta:  I don’t understa:nd it. I do:n’t- 
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37        uh scallies and (.) everyone (.)=**
38        =mentio:n (.) long hai:r when I’m on on a- Like
39        ((mimics)) ”Oo:h hah hah hah hah” (think) .hh 
40        “Look at the fine head of hai:r”.=I heard that.
41        =I heard that= an’ I thought “they’re ta:lking 
42        about me and Kev”, and like I thought “w- wh- 
43        what you doing man. You- you’re like for:ty:. 
44        You know. You- you’re a grown man and you’ve 
45        still not go- got over the fact that- that some
46        peo:ple have- have quite long hair.”
47  Pen:  ([vl] huh huh)
48  Sta:  “You can’t get o- you can’t accept it.”=It’s like 
49        (.) ((mimics)) “Only gi:rls have long hai:r”.
50  Pen:  Huh!
51  Sta:  .hh “Girls have long hair boys have  
52        short hair”, that’s what they think.** 
53        [(They think-)]
54  Pen:  [.hh   That’s-] that’s just sa:d though really: 
55         enit. I mean he’s gonna have no: hair huh! like 
56         in another fi:ve yea:rs so::
** There is continuous voiceless laughter (overlapping with 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































01  Ell:    Hum .HHH C- I saw Vicky drunk last
02          night.
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01  Sta:    I’m just waiting I just want my mum to 
02          sort out this t- ticket and tell me what I’m
03          doing because like I’ll just stuff it 















































01  Pen:         [I sa(h)y that thou(hh)gh:
02  Sta:    No but that shouldn’t- why- why would
03          you say that, you- you’ve got 
04          [longer] hair than me:: 
05  Pen:    [.hh   ]
06          (.) 
07  Pen:    Huh huh I’m a °girl° [haHAHAHA .hhhh  ] 
















01  Sop:    But is she a Mosher.
02          (0.7)





04          (0.8)
05  Sop:    But I’m really gir:ly huhuhu=
06  Emm:    ="wh:at?
07  Sop:    .hhh but I’m really gir:ly.
08           (1.4)
09  Emm:    Well she’s turning me into a Mosher so
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01  Mar:        [( ) like. And then (0.9) I was 
02          a little naughty hhhhhhhhh
03  Kar:    Wh(h)at d(h)id you do::.
04          (.)
05  Mar:    Erm well I tol- I don’t know why 
06          but I told him I was on my period.
07          (0.5)
08  Mar:    I think that was like kind of 
09          like a barrier thing wasn’t it.
10  Kar:    Oh right. [Yeah.
11  Mar:              [Because you don’t
12          want to rush into anything. So
13          I told him I was on my period so 
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01 Pen:    Yeah: .hhh No I- I’ve been feeling this
02         for ages. I’ve been feeling it coming on
03         for like wee:ks: now. .hh I’ve been feeling
04         really down you know because I’ve been 





01  Pen:    There’s a couple of films I want 
02          to see. I haven’t got any money though.
03          (.)
04  Sop:    Yea::h.  I’ll pay and you can pay







01    Ell:    I drank::: quite a lot. 
02            (.)
03    Ell:    But .HHHHH I didn’t (.) get drunk.
04            hhh  As such .hhh
05            (0.7)
06    Kar:    Oh you’re so used to it now eh
07    Ell:    .HH I don’t know. It’s just it didn’t

















              01  Sta:    What what’s the big deal. .hhh 
02          It’s l- it’s like when people come 
03          up to you and go [uh ((mimics))= 
04  Pen:                     [Huh= 
05  Sta:    =[‘#<Are you hot in with that hair] cut>’.=
06  Pen:    =[Huh  huh  huh  huh            ]
07  Sta:    =Are y- No.  Why woul- why the hell 
08          would I be hot? Girls have long hai:r.
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09  Pen:    Are you a what. .hh
10  Sta:    Wh- ‘are you hot’.
11          (0.3)
12  Pen:    °I-(h) [.hhhhhhhh=                      ]
13  Sta:      [(Isn’t) Aren’t you hot with that]  





















































01  Emm:    .HHh ‘Cause we went to Pizza Hut 
02          first and then we were late. 
03          And we walked in. .hh And it was
04          it was absolutely packed in there
05          (1.0)
06  Mic:    Oh right. So he treated to a me- 
07          for a tea then.
08          (.)
09  Emm:    Yeah. He normally does pay for 
10          most of my stuff.
11          (.)
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12  Mic:    Good. That’s how it should be eh?
13  Emm:    Heh heh heh heh .HH hhh 
14          .hhh pt Yea[h but ]
15  Mic:               [Unless] Unless it’s when
16          I am taking a girl out, then she should pay
17  Emm:    Huh huh huh huh huh .HHH
18          #That’s how it’s always been with you:
19           huh huh [huh huh ]
20  Mic:             [Yeah.   ]I know.
21          (0.3)
22  Mic:    Y- you gotta s- see whether they 
23          like you though at first don’t you 
24          before you start splashing
25          your ca:sh.












































01  Mar:    Libby made me feel better ‘cause
02          she said (.) well boys after a long
03          relationship they [tend to    ]kind of (.)=
04 Amy:                       [((coughs)) ]
05 Mar:    =go down hill with girls whereas 
06         girls go up hill.
07          (0.4)
08  Amy:    [Mm::::
09  Mar:    [So I’ve gone for Tom who’s up hill. 
10          (0.5)
11  Mar:    Dan’s gone for Tess who’s downhill





13          (0.3)
14  Amy:    Huh huh huh
15  Mar:    #I fe(h)el like an absolute cow for 
16          saying this, but it makes me feel better
17          (0.3)
18  Amy:    We:ll it’s true.<Like (.) like er (1.0)









































01  Nan:    .hhhh I "said no kidding? "I s'd listen
02          I js gotta rai:se I said ah(h)'ll buy you
03          one. Ah'll se(h) ah'll break my rai:se.h 
04          .hhhh A::n' so'e laughed en: so a whole bunch
05          of us wen'over'n .hhh.t there were three of us
06          gals'n: five er six fellas u-a:nd uh,h (.) 
07          then one a'the girls ha:dtuh lea:ve about a 
08          half'n hour later cuz she 'adtuh guh home u let a 
09          roommate in en .hh-.hhh one a'the other girls
10          hadda leave fer something en there I sit with 
11          all these (h)you(h)ng fellas I fel'like a
12          den[mother. ] 






































































01  Pro:    I use the gendered example deliberately
02          because boys don’t ever ring their parents.






























































































01  Pen:    Yeah she’s just like it it was just
02          unbelie:vable what she what she- 
03          You know that Russell Brand Mum.
04  Mum:    Yeah::
05  Pen:    She said the same thing about him.  
06          He came on after after it[and] I=






08  Pen:    went(0.6)erm me and Stan were saying=
09          like ‘Oh he’s funny’ and everything.
10  Mum:    [Yeah      ]
11  Pen:    [She was go]ing ‘YOU only think that
12          becau::se (0.4)
13  Mum:    Oh[hhhh::::             ]    
14  Pen:      [He’s- he’s a bit diff]eren[t=
15  Mum:                                 [Ha=
16  Pen:    =But when you’re young] (0.5) 
17  Mum:    = Ha ha               ]   
18          [.hhhhhh            ]
19  Pen:    [them kind of things] do appeal to you.
20  Mum:    [#Right    ]
21  Pen:    [When you- ] But when you get ol:d 
22          you sort of think (0.4)No:: you wa- 
23          you like a bit more of a mature humour and 
24          stuff’ and I’m like ‘fuck o:ff:.’
25  Mum:    Well I: think he’s really funn!y::
26          (0.5)
27  Mum:    I [don’t like-] .hh I don’t like that= 
28  Pen:      [HE I::S    ]
29  Mum:    = Big Brother (.)thing that he’s on. But
30  Pen:    No I d-
31  Mum:    I saw him on Jonathan Ross. I thought he was 
32          hilai::rious. [He was very] funny. Very witty=
33  Pen:                  [Yeah he is]
34  Mum:    =clever [man.
35  Pen:            [She’s like saying like basically we only
36          like people (.) because they’re a bit za::ny or 



































































20  Nan:    .tch I can't rehr one: (.) one a'the
21          f: #kids ed said in his thin:g u-something
22          abou:t (.) yer the,h 
23     (2.0) 
24  Nan:  I don'know something abou:t (.) the
25          bes'thing thet's hap'n to the (.)
26          generation ga:p er something
27          I ca[:n't remem]ber. 
28  Emm:        [°M m h m,°] 
29  Nan:    Yihknow, .p.hhhh a:nd so I tol' 
30          Mister Bradley I said yihknow it's too
31          ba:d,h (.) the:(t) parents. Especially tho:se
32          (.) of teenagers.h .hhhh ca:n't meet them: 
33          on the level, (.) thet I ha:ve. 
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34      (.) 
35  Emm:    [Mm]hm,] 
36  Nan:  [Be]cuz] 
37       (0.9) 
38  Nan:  .tch when: u-we were in cla:ss these
39          kids: react,h .hhhh as they rilly a:re. 
40  Nan:  An'they tahlk as they rilly a:re.h 
41          A:n' becuz I'm a student. they see:m to,h 
42          overlook the fa:ct or the fact thet they 
43          js don't .hhhhh CO:Nsciously,h remember 
44          thet I'm the:re. Yih [know].hhhh 
45  Emm:                         [M m ] hm, 
46  Nan:  A:nd h-ah: d- it rilly gives you a 
47          truhm:"endous insight.h 


































































































01  Lou:    And the:n erm Kate ran out and goes .hh "" WE’RE 
02          GOING ICE-SKATING. [ ( ]) (boys started to shout)
03  Fra:                       [Huh]
04          (0.5)
05  Lou:    Oh we wanna go. That’s not fair. How come the
06          girls get to go. .hh So she had to say just 
07          Miss Fimby’s PE group.
08          (0.3)
09  Fra:    Hm!
10          (0.8)
11  Fra:    .hhhh Yeah. HHHH [If it] was that I would be=
12  Lou:                     [Uhm  ]
13  Fra:    =going. hhh
14  Lou:    What?
15  Fra:    .hh If it was that I would be going.
16          (0.2)
17  Fra:    Uo ((fake cry))
18          (0.6)
19  Fra:    But I’m not.
20  Lou:    So she had to spend a::ges telling everybody that
21          it was only the girls who were allowed to go.
22          (.)
23  Fra:    H(h)m
24          (1.4)
25  Fra:    Tch Oh well [then.
26  Lou:                [(And she goes) and to be honest I’d
27          much much much much prefer the girls to go.
28          Because they’re better behaved on buses.
29          (0.3)
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30  Fra:    H(hh)m:
31  Lou:    Which is perfectly true.
32          (.)
33  Fra:    Yea(hh)h huh huh
34  Lou:    Do you remember when we were going down to 
35          ((village)) there was a food fight on the bus.
36          On the front
37          (0.2)



















































01  She:    Alice was stra::nge,
02          (0.3) ((rubbing sound))
03  Mar:    Very o:dd. She usetuh call herself a 
04          pro:stitute,='n I useteh- (0.4) ask 'er if she 
05          wz getting any more money than I: was.(doing). 
06          (°An' she said-°) we'd compare notes yihknow.
07  ???:    (˙hh hh [hhh )   ]
08  Mar:            [What cor]ner's the best t'sta:nd on, 
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09          [stuff like that.
10  Kar:    [h(h)e a(h)h a(h)!=
11  Rut:    =(h)hh (h)uh (h)uh (h)uh!=
12  She:    =[hhh(h)H(h)m]
13  Kar:    =[Which   la:]mpost?
14  Mar:    R:ea:lly.
15           (0.4)
16  Kar:    Y'know in Los Altos: the:::y were tryin' t'sue 
17          the city becuz- ($) ih- some w omen were, becuz-
18          (˙hh) all the street lights 'er an ugly colored 
19          yellow, en et ni: ght, (0.4) they make women
20          look really u:gly.
21  ???:    {°(mmh-hmh)/(1.0)}
22  Kar:    An' they wanted t'sue :.







































































































































Ann:  B't there'r people.  Like they- the bigges' 
      debate ih-in ar depar'min. in:, at Trent'n 
      was that when we had these faculty 
      meetings. Some people smoke?
      (0.5)
Joh:  Mm h[m,
Ann:      [En the people who smoke, (0.3) really.  
      The ones who smoke now, cannot, I mean 
      really.  ha[ve tried tuh qui:t,]  
Don:             [(They give up      ]    
Ann:  Like this woman, tried tuh quit but she's jist
      like- you see on a television where they're like 
      this.  Y'know what I mean,
[CTS08]
Emm:    Well I was in Sebden:. You know when I went
        to Sebden.
       Sop:     Yeah
Emm:    And I was wearing my Va:nns:(0.4)and (.) just
        black clothes basically [.hh]
Sop:                            [mm ]
Emm:    And erm somebody goes to me ‘what are you wearing’





















































































01  Pen:    She broke up my .hh OH:::
02          (0.3)
03  Mum:    No. No no no no I don’t blame her for that 
04          [at all]
05  Pen:    [I know] you don’t. I don’t mean she broke up the
06          marriage but she was definitely a bloody 
07           catalyst.
08  Mum:    Well ye:s: certainly the catalyst .hh but
09  Pen:    You know she was bloody you know bloody
10          shagging DAD.
11  Mum:    Yeah
12  Pen:    Huh huh you know she was shagging (0.4)
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13          your husband for Christ sake my bloody 
14          mum’s husband.
15  Mum:    [Yes:       ]
16  Pen:    [She’s there] quoting that she’s the most
















































































01  Bob:    Oh God! Christmas has gotten so damn painful! 
02          You know there’s always this great no-one likes
03          what they’re getting. You know what I mean?
04          So you say ‘thank you’ and like my mom, ‘shit, 
05          when’s that guy gonna learn that I don’t like
06          want an electric skillet, I wanna coat or I 
07          wanna sweater’ and uh-
08  Ted:    Well, doesn’t she even make any attempt even to
09          hint or even-
10  Kim:    What’s funnier is, his father said ‘well after 
11          25 years I don’t think we’re gonna give presents’
12          and that’s just ridiculous
13  Bob:    It’s just that becuz presents are so important to





































































    Gay:    She's given up wor:k? hh.hh An' she w' come
            over en take the deal o:ver an’ do the rest
            of it an' we'll forget about Miss Rabins
//    (39 lines omitted))
01  Gay:    =Well I jus’ thought I mean I didn' understand 
02          en I she admits to me too:, .hh[.hh
03  Jer:                                   [Ye:h,
04  Gay:    that there is n:no: wa:y. that this gir:l. 
05          (0.2) We think there’s so:me flaw that she 
06          may've wanted another friend'v hers t'have it
07          I: don't know that's just between the books'n
08          it doesn' really matter because it's no- she
09          won’t get the chance now .hh[hh
10  Jer:                                [uRi:gh[t
11  Gay:                                       [She gunnuh
12          wash uhr hands off it .hh[hh
13  Jer:                             [Ri[(h)ight h[h
14  Gay:                             [But         [if 
15           (0.2) you: (0.2) want it. an' you're
16           a pri:vate bah:uh you buy it an'the hell 
17           excuse the expression with Mann'n Company.





























01  Pax:    The big problem (0.4) with the 
02          [(           )]
03  Pre:    [The big pro  ]blem is him
04  Pax:    Er hang on a second. The big problem is it sounds
05          plausible.
06          (0.5)
07  Pre:    .hh Well it may be plausible but he gives you no
08          evidence for it. He quotes twenty-f four carrot
09          sources. Why doesn’t he mention them. Journalists
10          can always hide behind having said something .hh 
11          really Jer- uh Jeremy .hh I can’t tell you that
12          because I’m protecting the sources. .h You’ve got
13          to remember on his original book he made an awful 
14          lot of hi:ghly personal comment about Gordon
15          Brown. That got a:ll the publicity then. This is
16          about money, for a book, and that man has not 
17          given any proof of his allegations. These remain
18          (.) allegations.

















































































































[CTS29] Your Dad and Mandy – These people.
    Pen:    Yea[:::h I w]ent to Dad’s last night.
    Mum:       [Why:::  ]
    Mum:    [Oh]
    Pen:    [We] went to Dad’s to stay over and we got 
            back today and .hhh to be honest mum he 
            just spent the whole ti:me calling me fa:t
//  ((37 lines omitted))
    Pen:    I just .hh and Mandy was just unbe:lie::v:ably 
            patronising towards me and Stan.   
// (( 75 lines omitted))
01  Pen:         [She’s like saying like basically we only
02          like people (.) because they’re a bit za::ny or 
03          whatever.
04          (.)
05  Pen:    And like
06  Mum:    Hhh huh huh huh
07  Pen:    And it’s like ‘NO:’ >I mean- (.) I was 
08          thinking before thou:gh I was in the shower and
09          I just thought ‘You know what I am such like
10          a better quality human being than she will ever 
11          be.’ And she’s nearly forty and I’m not even
12          eighteen yet.
13  Mum:    #I kno:w
14  Pen:    You know what I mean and I’m like- I think I’ve
15        got the emotiona- ((crashing sound offline)) oh
16        Stan what you doing?
17  Sta:    ((inaudible offline))
18  Pen:    Erm (0.7) I’ve got like the emotional maturity
19          just like (0.3) so: much more than she has.
20  Mum:    Oka:y.  So explain to me then why you’re down.
21          Why do these people’s (.) 
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22          [opinions      ] matter.
23  Pen:    [‘Cause I just-]
24  Pen:    I just think why do I- well because I was polite 
25          to them.
26          (0.3)
27  Mum:    Y-
28  Pen:    I have to sit there and put up with it.
29  Mum:    No you d- I know.
30  Pen:    And like I ca[n’t just say to-  ] I can’t just=
31  Mum:                 [But you’ve nothin-]












































































  CA    Er::m "I HHHHHH hhhh .thh I’m having serious
        difficulties (.) a pestering service (0.4) 
        .hh .thh who are known as the crisis team:.
        (.)
  MW    Oh right. Okay,
  CA    .hh u:hm (0.6) HHHH .hhhhhh They keep (.) PESTering 
        me with their visits.
//    (83 Lines omitted)
01  CA:    .HHHh I think that ((County)) Social Services
02         hhhhhh 
03         (0.4) should look into uhm (.) the 
04         ((area)) mental health team.
05         (0.9)
06  CA:    An’ wipe [them out.]
07  MW         [˚˚okay.˚˚]
08         (0.6)
09  MW:    .hhh=
10  CA:    =Actually s- sack the lot of ‘em.




12  CA:    I mean as a chap he’s alright, but (0.2) you know 
13         (.) this service is crap.
14         (1.0)
15  MW:    Right
16  CA:    .hhhhhh An’ I know there’s a ((city)) (.) Mind 
17         office
18  MW:    Yes there is.
19  CA:    Yeah 
20         (.) 
21  CA:    And it’s the nearest one to me, hh .hh An’ I 
22         have got a good mind to actually get on the train 
23         and go out to it.
24  MW:    Okay.
25  CA:    .hhhh Uhm but I "can’t because I’m housebound. hhh
26  MW:    Right=
27  CA:    =>I’m actually< physically disabled and they’re 
28         treating me as a mental nutcase.
29  MW:    Right.
30  CA:    °.hhhhhh° .hhhhhhhh It’s (.) a perplexing problem,
31  MW:    [Mmmm.]
32  CA:    [.HHHH] because I’ve >never done< anything
33         wrong,=I’ve been terrorised by these people.
34        (1.5)
35  CA:    >They’re actually< (.) keeping me under house 
36         arrest.
37        (0.9)
//        (16 Lines omitted)
53  MW:    tk .hhhhh So can I ask <what you’re looking> for
54         from the information [line today I understand
55         there’s a lot there= 
56  CA:    [ tk.hhh      °Ye:ah     °°(I can)°°= 
57  MW:    =[for you.]
58  CA:    =[Yeah    ] >There is<° .hhh ah a mental health



























[BCC62]  This Doctor – This Guy 
01  Luc:    .hh So she took me alo:ng t- to: a delivery: room
02           huh huh and it was- it just sounds like this one 
03           in the magazine full of bro:ken chairs ‘n: .hhhh 
04           it was just filthy: [and uhm] she put me on=
05  Clt:                         [A:::H  ]
06  Luc:    =this bed and by that time my contractions were
07          comin’ so fa:st ‘n so hard she went ‘Right I 
08          think you need an epidural.’  .hhh So she- she
09          hooked me up with- an ep- epidural and this- 
10          this- this doctor came into the room and he 
11          was foreign. .hhh And he could hardly speak a
12          word of English:.  .hhhh And I’m only five 
13          foot three and ‘e pumped the bed up t- right
14          to the top and says ‘will you put your feet on 
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15          the floo:r ‘n do all this an’ I was in
16          screamin’ [agony:.]
17  Clt:              [.hhhh  ]
18          He asked you what. To put your [feet on- ]
19  Luc:                                   [To put my]feet on
20          the floo:r huh!  while this bed was right up in
21          the ai:r an’ he asked me to s:- O:h! ‘e- ‘e 
22          just didn’t ‘ave [a clue what‘e was (doing)]
23  Clt:                     [What an extraordinary    ] 
24          position.
25  Luc:    It was (.) AWful.=‘N (0.2) all sorts’v things ‘e
26          was tellin’ me.  .hhhh  So I said I didn’t want
27          this epidural ‘cause I was petrified of this guy
28          puttin’ this needle in my spi:ne and I didn’t 
29          know whether he was a ve:t or huh
30  Clt:    huh huh
31  Luc:    D’you know what I mean I just didn’t know whether
32          he was qualified to do [it. (     )] wi’ a big=
33  Clt:                           [No::.  No. ]
34  Luc:    needle wanting to put it into my spi:ne.
























































  May:    But more important things.
  Dee:    [Okay]
  May:    [What] happened with whats-his-fa:ce.
  Dee:    Oh Danny?
  May:    Yeah 
  Dee:    Oh: Go:d.
// ! (lines ommited)
01  Dee:    .hhhhhhhh So: an’ he’s just- an’ I’m like listen
02          you know you never know we might get back
03          together wa:y in thuh future: but I just can’t
04          think about that no:w (an’)=I wanna be free an’
05          all this stuff so .hhhhh tha:t an’ =I just got a
06          le:tter from hi:m, h[hh] ((laugh))
07  May:                        [Oh]: gre:at.
08  Dee:    .mtch an’ he;’s li;ke .hh you know I really miss
09          you still an’ blah >bl’=blah< an’ he’s like "by
10          thuh way (this) big phone bill can you h(h)elp
11          m(h)e p(h)ay it, #huh huh=
12  May:    =N[:o: Wa::]y.=
13  Dee:      [ .hhhh  ]
14  Dee:    ="$Ye:ah$#=
15  May:    =.h[h "Forget tha]::t# hhh=[huh]
16  Dee:       [.h An’ uhm   ]         [Wha]::[t?]
17  May:                                      [.h]h $Forget 
18          tha::t,$
19  Dee:    Well (.) no=no (th’)=thing is though is like I 
20          w:ould help ‘im pa:y it. Be[cau ]se (.) h:e: (.)
21  May:                               [Yeh-]
22  Dee:    pa:id for e:verything. >like< (.) >(more)<
23          seriously this guy spent like twelve thousand
24          dollars (h)on (h)our r(h)el(h)atio(h)nsh(h)ip.
25          Or some[thing.  (     )]
26  May:           [Twelve thousand]d?
27  Dee:    Like he w(h)ent tuh- he flew to see=me: (.)
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28          three ti:mes,=
29  May:    =R:i[:ght. Ye]ah that’s tru[e.       ]
30  Dee:        [Was it? ]             [>An’=’e]’s paid






















































02  Nan:    My f:face hurts,=
03  Hyl:    =°W't-°
04          ($)





06          ($)
07  Nan:    GOD'e dis ($) prac'ly killed my dumb fa:ce,=
08  Hyl:    =Why: Ho-ow.
09  Nan:    (With,) ($) With this thing I don'ee
10          I wzn'even looking I don't kno::w,
12          ($)
13  Nan:    B't 'e jis like o:pened up,(0.6)a lo*:t*
14          y'know('v) (0.4) the pimples I ha:ve¿=





01  Sta:    Am I definitely being recorded. 
02  Pen:    Yeah
03  Sta:    Re- Because last time you only recorded yourself 
04          remember
05  Pen:    Yeah I know I put the thing in the wrong socket
06          huh huh
07  Sta:    (             ) Go [on then
08  Pen:                       [Think I put it in the right 
















01  SHA:    Kin y'bring the table closer?
02  VIV:    Dz everybody have evrything;=
03  NAN:    =y'want /(=Move) the table clo[ser?
04  SHA:                                  [M-hm.
05          (1.4)
06  MIC:    hmh. .t ˙h (0.2) ˙h mMy People.
07          (.)
08  SHA:    hhhha:h[ h__a   h  a]
09  NAN:           [huh h h h. h]
10          (2.4)
11  NAN:    Wai'lemme move do:wn a li'l bit.
12          (1.1)
13  SHA:    Ah can't- Ah can;t[get this thing mashed.
14  VIV:                      [Aa-ow.
15          (1.2)
16  NAN:    You [do that too:? tih yer pota]toes,






14  Pen:    Your hair grows the wr(h)ong w(h)ay.
15  Sta:    Ha I don’t think I’m (.)[entirely human am I].
16  Pen:                            [Huh huh            ]
17  Pen:    Your little things what them things ca:lled where
18          your hair comes out of. Follicu:les, They’re  wrong!
19          (0.8)
20  Sta:    No they’re [not]=
21  Pen:               [They] point the wrong way
22  Sta:    =(     ) Look (.) they don:’t
FEF&1(/%C"+f&KDEEZbFDL&#,#"?*%*&8/0*&*#4%&%I8$#(8;
18  SHA:    Ye[ah.
19  VIV:       [It i:[s?
20  SHA:             [B't this thing- is ha:rd.
21          (0.3)
22  VIV:    It's not do:ne? th'potato?
23  SHA:    Ah don't think so,
24          (2.2)
25  NAN:    Seems done t'me how 'bout you Mi[chael,]
26  SHA:                                    [Alri' ]who 
27          cooked this mea:l.
28  MIC:    ˙hh Little bit'v e-it e-ih-ih of it isn'done.































































































































































































































































































































































































28  Mark:  ˙hhhh Ennyway-, ˙hh u:m(-) we were havin' this
29         orgy='s this okay t'talk about? this doesn't 
30         offend you does it? 
31  Sher:  No= 
32  Ruth:  =No= 
33  Mark:  =Oh.= 

























































































































































































































































































Telephone Recording Consent Form
Name of Researcher: Clare Stockill  Supervisor: Professor Celia Kitzinger
Below is a consent form, which gives me permission to use your recordings for 
research purposes.  Please read it through and feel free to ask any questions 
before signing your consent.  If you are under 16 years old then you will also 
need to show this form to a parent/guardian for their consent.  Under no 
circumstances will the contents of your calls be revealed to your parents.
Over the page is a series of consents which gives you control over the way 
that I can use your recordings.  Please sign each one that you consent to.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------
Name of Research Participant______________________
I consent to the recording of personal telephone calls of my choice for 
research purposes.  I understand that I am free to decide which calls to 
record, and that I can turn the recording device off at any time during a call. 
I have the right to withdraw from the research at any time.  I understand 
that I also have the right to withdraw all or part of the conversations that I 
give to Clare Stockill call for!up to one week after she has received the data.
Name       Signed
Date 
     
If you are under 16 years old, please show this form to a parent/guardian and 
ask them to sign the parental consent below.  Please note that you will not be 
permitted to take part in the research without such consent.
Parental Consent




AUDIO RECORDS RELEASE CONSENT FORM
As part of this research you have made audio recording of some of your 
telephone conversations.  All recordings were made with the consent of the 
other parties to your calls, and they have consented to use of the recordings 
for research.  
Please indicate below what uses of these records you are willing to consent to. 
This is completely up to you. We will only use the records in ways that you 
agree to. Please be assured that no names and identifying information will 
be given in any verbal or written communications based on these records.  
1.  The records can be studied by Clare Stockill and her research team for use 
     in the research project.
 Signature
2.  The records can be used by Clare Stockill and her research team in 
publications.
 Signature
3.  The recordings can be displayed on academic web sites in conjunction with 
publications 
     using extracts from my calls.
 Signature
4.  The records can be played in academic contexts (e.g. teaching) and 
professional meetings
     (e.g. conferences).
 Signature
5. The records can be placed in an archive for use by other researchers.
 Signature
I understand that the recording of telephone conversations without obtaining 
consent from the person I am speaking to is illegal.  I have ensured that the 
other speaker has consented and I have only sent tapes that both of us are 
happy for you to use in your research.  
I have read the above description and give my consent for the use of the 
records as indicated above.
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Date __/__/__ Signature___________   
 Name______________
Parent/Guardian
I have read the above information and consent to uses of recordings as 
indicated by my child.
Name of Parent      Signed
Date
Clare Stockill’s Contact Details 
1. Carlisle







2. University of York (as above)



























































































































































































































































































35. CTS35 Frankie Mob
01  Fra:    Hello?
02  Mum:    Hello::?
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03  Fra:    Hi Mu:m
04          (0.4)
05  Mum:    Hello sweetheart?
06  Fra:    What time does (.) Penny’s train get in.
07          (0.3)
08  Mum:    I think it’s at three:.
09  Fra:    Three o’clock
10  Mum:    Yeah::
11  Fra:    What like exactly three o’clock.
12  Mum:    Ye- well. I don’t know.  About three o’clock
13          (0.5)
14  Fra:    Oh right. Okay then.
15          (0.6)
16  Mum:    Okay
17  Fra:    Okay
18          (.)
19  Mum:    All right then. [Bye:
20  Fra:                    [Bye:
21          (.)





























40. CTS40 Sophie Bus Ring Back
01          Ring ring
02  Mum:    Oh be careful. Be careful. It’s wet  
((offline))
03  Sop:    Hi:
04  Mum:    Oh hello sweetheart.  Are you on thee: (.) 
bus.
05  Sop:    Yes.  
06  Mum:    Okay. Right [I’ll-
07  Sop:                [Are you going to be late.
08  Mum:    O- hhh probably. So(h)rry. .hh
09          (.)
10  Mum:    I’m l- leaving now.
11          (.)
12  Sop:    Bye:


























































































































































































































































Aspects of the relative timing of utterances:
[     ]    square brackets           overlapping talk
=          equals sign               no discernible interval between 
                                     turns (also used to show that
                                     the same person continues
                                     speaking across an intervening
                                     line displaying  overlapping
                                     talk
<          'greater than' sign       'jump started' talk with loud 
                                     onset
(0.5)      time in parentheses       intervals within or between
                                     talk (measured in tenths of a
                                     second)
(.)        period in parentheses     discernable pause or 
                                     gap, too short to measure
Characteristics of speech delivery:
Punctuation symbols are designed to capture intonation, not grammar 
and are used to describe intonation at the end of a word/sound, at 
the end of a sentence or some other shorter unit.:-
.           period                   closing intonation 
,           comma                    slightly upward 'continuing'
                                     intonation
?           question mark            rising intonation question
-           hyphen/dash              abrupt cut off of sound
:           colon                    extension of preceding sound -
                                     the more colons the greater the
                                     extension
here        underlining              emphasized relative to 
                                     surrounding talk
HERE        upper case               louder relative to surrounding 
                                     talk
>this<                               Speeding up or compressed 
                                     relative to surrounding talk
hhh                                  audible outbreath (no. of 'h's 
                                     indicates length)
.hhh                                 audible inbreath (no. of 'h's 
                                     indicates length)
£          pound sign                smile voice
 (h)                                 audible aspirations in speech 
                                     (e.g. laughter particles)
 (      )   empty single             transcriber unable to hear 
                                     words





01  Pen:    ((off-line)) She’s just getting the recording stuff
02  Mum:    Hello
03          (1.5)
04  Mum:    Hello?
05  Pen:    Hello:?
06  Mum:    Hello
07          (0.6)
08  Pen:    You all right Mum.
09  Mum:    Yes I’m fi:ne. [Yes. ]
10  Pen:                   [Is it] recording Mum.
11  Mum:    Yes I think so:
12  Pen:    ((off-line)) (           )
13          (1.0)
14  Mum:    I can never remember whether it’s the mike or the ear
15          but it is the mike isn’t it.
16  Pen:    Mm::::::::::::: don’t know. Huh
17  Mum:    .HHHH Oh well oh well I think it’s probably the mike.
18          (1.0)
19  Mum:    Erm no we were just about to go out for a walk so
20  Pen:    Oh:
21  Mum:    I won’t stay on for very long but erm (0.6) are you
22          alrigh:t.
23          (0.7)
01  Pen:    A bit dow:n Mum
02          (0.3)
03  Mum:    You’re a bit "DO::wn.
04          (0.3)
05  Pen:    Yea[:::h I w]ent to Dad’s last night.
06  Mum:       [Why:::  ]
07  Mum:    [Oh]
08  Pen:    [We] went to Dad’s to stay over and we got back today
09          and .hhh to be honest mum he just spent the whole
10          ti:me calling me fa:t
11          (0.6)
12  Mum:    Did he.
13  Pen:    Yeah. The who::le (0.3) time I was there I was just
14          put down. I was just like-
15  Mum:    hhhhh
16  Pen:    I’ve just come back now and completely like 
17          (1.0)
18  Pen:    I don’t know deflated just you know [(        )
19  Mum:                                        [T’oh:: Penny
20  Pen:    Just really horrible.  [It not like got to me] in a way=
21  Mum:                           [Hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh   ] 
22  Pen:    =(he) weren’t like going ‘oh I’m fat, I’m fat’ and 
23          everything.  I know I’m overweight obviously but I’m not
01          like (0.3) I’m down about that I’m just down about the
02          fact that like (.) he’s just (.) he was just horrible. 
03          It was [like you] know he invites me around there and=
04  Mum:           [Mm::::: ]  
05  Pen:    =everything and the first thing he says to me is .hh 
06          ‘Look what card Sophie got me for Vale-‘, for 
07          Valentine’s day for- (.) ‘for Father’s day’. Do you know
08          what I mean it was like-[ it had this long] like poem in 
09  Mum:                [Rea::lly::       ]    
10  Pen:    =it and everything.
11  Mum:    Oh:::
12  Pen:    Like mine was just like a fifty pee one from the Spar
13  Mum:    [.hh hhh     ]
14  Pen:    [And it was  ]like really crappy and horrible.
15  Mum:    .Hhh[h 
16  Pen:        [But you know
17  Mum:    Yea:::h  hhh
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18  Pen:    He thinks like what. He thinks he can treat me like
19          shit like for fucking years and then I have to 
20          fucking pay you respect through fucking cards.
21  Mum:    Yea::h
01  Pen:    Yo(h)u know like- 
02          (0.9)
03  Pen:    I just .hh and Mandy was just unbe:lie::v:ably 
04          patronising towards me and Stan.
05  Mum:    Right. Why::
06  Pen:    Well I can’t even- I can’t think of (     )
07          examples now but weren’t she Stan.
08  Sta:    ((off-line))  (                   )
09  Pen:    ((off-line)) Wha:t
10   ?      (                 )
11  Pen:    Yeah because we’re young like we have different 
12          o- erm opinions and views of like erm (0.4)
13          of like people’s personalities and stuff like that.
14          What was it she said now. We were watching Big Brother
15          and we were talking about Pe:te [who’s] the guy with= 
16  Mum:                                    [Mm   ] 
17  Pen:    =Tourettes
18         (0.8)
19  Mum:    He’s the wh[at.] Oh Tourettes. 
20  Pen:               [He-] 
21  Pen:    [Yeah]
22  Mum:    [Yes ]
O1  Pen:    She was basically saying that we only really 
02          liked him (0.3) erm because we were young and 
03          he was a bit wack:y
04          (0.8)
05  Mum:    [Ohhhh]
06  Pen:    [And  ] erm you know that we- you know that when
07          you get older you can see through these ty- kinds
08          of thin:gs.
09  Mum:    [Oh yeah   ]
10  Pen:    [And I went] to her I went ‘No, I don’t like him erm
11          because of that’ and she went ‘Yeah you do ‘cause it-
12          it’s because you’re a child’
13  Mum:    .HHHH oh::: [.HHHH   ]
14  Pen:                [And like] Stan was like (0.5) She was 
15          saying this to Stan as well.
16  Mum:    I kno::w
18  Pen:    And Stan’s TWENTY-ONE
19  Mum:    No well she’s always had this issue hasn’t she::
20  Pen:    Yes I know she has. [It’s just redic- ]
21  Sta:    ((off-line))        [She’s always what]
22  Pen:    ((off-line))  She’s always had this thing-
23  Pen:    Stan’s just listening.
24  Pen:    ((off-line)) She’s always had this thing with like
01          er (0.4) like (0.7) children being inferior and dumb
02          and adults being like completely all knowing
03          an[d everything
04  Sta:      [She’s just got a bit of a (0.4) [problem wi]th=
05  Pen:                                       [Prbbbbbbb ] 
06  Sta:    =er (con-) superiority complex (            )
07  Pen:    Yeah
08  Mum:    Yeah I- I- that’s wha- I agree. Yeah
09  Pen:    Yeah she’s just like it it was just unbelievable
10          what she what she- You know that Russel Brand mum.
11  Mum:    Yeah::
12  Pen:    She said the same thing about him.  He came on after
13          after it[and] I went (0.6)erm me and Stan were saying=
14  Mum:            [W-] 
15  Pen:    like ‘Oh he’s funny’ and everything
16  Mum:    [Yeah      ]
17  Pen:    [She was go]ing ‘you only think that because (0.4)
18  Mum:    Oh[hhhh::::  ]            
19  Pen:      [He’s- he’s] a bit different
20  Mum:    [Ha ha ha      ]             [.hhhhh]
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21  Pen:    But when you’re] young (0.5) [them kind of things do 
22          appeal to you.
01  Mum:    [Right    ]
02  Pen:    [When you-] But when you get old you sort of think (0.4)
03          No:: you wa- you like a bit more of a mature humour and 
04          stuff’ and I’m like ‘fuck off’
05  Mum:    Well I think he’s really funn"y::
06          (0.5)
07  Mum:    I [don’t like-] .hh I don’t like that Big Brother (.)=
08  Pen:      [HE I::S    ]
09  Mum:    =thing that he’s on. But
10  Pen:    No I d-
11  Mum:    I saw him on Jonathan Ross. I thought he was 
12          hilai::rious. [He was very]funny. Very witty=
13  Pen:                  [Yeah he is]
14  Mum:    =clever [man.
15  Pen:           [She’s like saying like basically we only
16          like people (.) because they’re a bit za::ny or 
17          whatever.
18          (.)
19  Pen:    And like
20  Mum:    Hhh huh huh huh
21  Pen:    And it’s like ‘NO:’ >I mean- (.) I was thinking before
22          thou:gh I was in the shower and I just thought ‘You 
23          know what I am such like a better quality human being
01          than she will ever be.’ And she’s nearly forty and I’m
02          not even eighteen yet.
03  Mum:    I kno:w
04  Pen:    You know what I mean and I’m like- I think I’ve
05          got the emotiona- ((crashing sound)) oh Stan what
06          you doing?
07  Sta:    (         )
08  Pen:    Erm (0.7) I’ve got like the emotional maturity just like
09          (0.3) so: much more than she has.
10  Mum:    Oka:y.  So explain to me then why you’re down. Why
11          do these people’s (.) [opinions      ] matter.
12  Pen:                          [‘Cause I just-]
13  Pen:    I just think why do I- well because I was polite 
14          to them.
15          (0.3)
16  Mum:    Y-
17  Pen:    I have to sit there and put up with it.
18  Mum:    No you d- I know.
19  Pen:    And like I ca[n’t just say to-  ] I can’t just say=
20  Mum:                 [But you’ve nothin-]
21  Pen:    =to them ‘fuck off:’
01  Mum:    [.HHH No-           ]
02  Pen:    [You know why should] I come over here. To see you
03          But basically because I have to because I (.) .h feel 
04          bloody obligated to because I haven’t been there. I’ve
05          been there about three times since they moved in.
06  Mum:    I kno:w
07  Pen:    I had to sit there and like listen to them telling me
08          (.) that you know I should get dad better father’s day 
09          cards. [While he sits there] calling me FAT
10  Mum:           [.h hhhh huh huh huh]
11  Mum:    Huh huh huh .hhhh [#Oh I’m sorry I’m laughing .hh
12  Pen:                      [(                    ) fuck]ing sits 
13          there and (.) tells me all about how I’m erm (0.3) you 
14          know (0.5) erm (0.4) [not erm] I’m not I can’t judge=
15  Mum:                         [Phhhhh ]
16  Pen:    =people basically because I’m too young. I can’t judge 
17          people accurately because I’m young.
18          (0.3)
19  Pen:    Or something like that. Or erm (.) DO YOU SEE WHAT ELSE
20          we were watching you know that Jeremy Kyle show mum?
01          (0.5)
02  Mum:    N erm I don’t. [No.
03  Pen:                   [Oh it’s just like some talk show thing
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04          like Trisha but he’s a lot more tougher and stuff like 
that.
05  Mum:    He’s a lot mo:re? (.) [Tougher]
06  Pen:                          [Tougher.]He like basically tells
07          them what they think of you.
08  Mum:    Oh right
09  Pen:    And like he’s that much more to the point.
10  Mum:    Yeah
11  Pen:    And erm: (0.7) there was this thing on with like
12          cheating and stuff about erm this guy (.) .hh cheating
13          on his erm girlfriend or wife or whatever.
14  Mum:    Yeah
15  Pen:    She’s stood there watching it and she was going
16          .h ‘LEAVE HIM, LEAVE [HIM. Don’t-‘][(put up with that)]
17  Mum:                         [.HHHHHHHHH  ] [SHE WAS::N’T     ]
18  Pen:    What
19  Mum:    Did sh- rea:lly.
20  Pen:    Yeah
21  Mum:    This is Mandy
22  Pen:    Yeah
01          (0.3)
02  Pen:    Going ‘I wouldn’t put up with that. I wouldn’t
03          put up-‘ and I th-
04  Mum:    HHHHHHHH huh ha ha .HHHHH
05  Pen:    I didn’t think about it at the time and then like
06          I came out and Stan was saying ‘Can you believe
07          Mandy’ and I thought ‘Oh my god’. I weren’t
08          [thinking about it]
09  Mum:    [Mm:::::::::::::::]
10          (.)
11  Pen:    What a hypocrite
12  Mum:    I kno[::w
13  Pen:         [I couldn’t believe it.  She is dumb.
14          (0.3)
15  Pen:    [And she also] said .hh QUO:TE right. She SAID THIS
16  Mum:    [I know::::: ] 
17          (0.5)
18  Pen:    ((0ff-line)) What was it Stan now. What was the one with
19          the quote about the opinions [she said]
20  Sta:    (off-line))                  [(      )] (.) Erm 
21          (0.8)
22  Sta:    ((off-line)) (       ) nominations in Big Brother
23          (0.3) and erm 
01  Pen:    Can you hear this Mum
02          (0.6)
03  Mum:    Yeah
04  Sta:    ((off-line)) And erm ‘isn’t it funny how people have
05          different op(h)in(h)ions’.
06          (1.3)
07  Mum:    Isn’t it funny how people have different opinions
08  Pen:    Yeah
09          (0.5)
10  Pen:    ‘Isn’t it funny how people can have different opinions’
11          Er::
12  Mum:    #That’s so profound.
13  Pen:    It’s it’s you’re forty years old and [you’ve only]=
14  Mum:                                         [huh huh huh]
15  Pen:    =[just worked out]
16  Mum:      [((voiceless laughter))] Ha ha 
17  Pen:    ‘You know, people do have different opinions.[That’s]=
18  Mum:                                                 [.HHH  ]
19  Pen:    Pretty weird that isn’t it’
20  Mum:    Yeah but its only because of-
21  Pen:    We don’t think like you Mandy. I mean come on.
22  Mum:    HHH huh huh
23  Pen:    What would the world be like would be like
01          (0.9)
02  Mum:    Well
03  Pen:    God
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04  Mum:    The thing is though-
05  Pen:    I know this is being recorded but
06  Mum:    You can look forward to maturing into Mandy
06          (0.4)
07  Mum:    Y- [You-  ] 
08  Pen:       [Wha::t]
09  Mum:    Well you know you’ve only got different opinions to 
10          Mandy now because you’re young.
11          (0.8)
12  Mum:    But one day (.) you’ll be as mature as Mandy
13          (0.5)
14  Mum:    And you’ll be able to think like her:
15          (0.6)
16  Pen:    Y:eah: maybe- maybe you know maybe then I’ll just
17          I’ll look back on all this and I’ll just think I
18          was such a child. Ish little girl then.
19          (0.9)
20  Mum:    Aah Penny, I am being sarcastic:C.
21  Pen:    I KNOW YOU ARE:: So was I:
01  Mum:    Oh GOD. I thought you were ser- took me seriously.
02          (0.4)
03  Pen:    Ha .hhh bloody hell. No I was being sarcastic.
04  Mum:    No. So okay. So we’ve al- we’ve established that these
05          people don’t have anything reasonable to say.
06  Pen:    They were just [dumb
07  Mum:                   [They’re not worth [listening] to.
08  Pen:                                      [Everything-
09  Mum:    So:
10  Pen:    [(                             )        ] funny
11  Mum:    [N- No no. SHUT UP. PENNY. LISTEN to me:]
12  Mum:    Listen. Listen. So: (.) WHY ARE YOU DOW:N.
13  Pen:    I’m just- I’m not down because of that. I am not down
14          I’m just (.) down. Well not down because of that I’m
15          down because I can’t (0.4) I can’t stand up for myself.
16          (0.5) 
17          I can do is think it. [When she was saying well that’s]=
18  Mum:                          [hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh             ]
19  Pen:    =me (         ) during Big Brother the other day.
20         (0.5)
21  Pen:    I was just thinking (0.5) The only way I could like get
22          through it was just to think (0.4) ‘You know what I know
23          I am better than y(h)o(h)u.’
01  Mum:    Yeah well I thi- yep. But you’ve got to think would have
02          been a reasonable thing to do.
03          (0.5)
04  Mum:    I mean w- i-is she a reasonable person. Is he a
05          reasonable person.
06  Pen:    No. No. [ (          )
07  Mum:           [Would you have been able to sit down and have
08          a debate about it.
09  Pen:    I just- I just- I just don’t like the fact that like
10          ALL the way up Dad dropped us off, me and Stan. 
11  Mum:    Mm mm
12  Pen:    I was just sat in the front and then I were::n’t
13          (.)comple:tely just minding my own- Weren’t I just 
14          every time he mentioned mum he just went (      )
15          he poked my belly and stuff [going ‘Yo]u’ve been =
16  Mum:                                [Ohhhh    ] 
17  Pen:    =getting a bit fatty you little porky’ and st[uff like 
18  Mum:                                                 [Ohhhhhhh
19  Pen:    Just basically just didn’t he- how many times- how many
20          references to my weight Stan.
21  Sta:    ((off-line)) About twenty.
22  Pen:    About twenty yeah. It were. It were loa::ds.
23          (0.4)       
01  Mum:    Tch:
02          (.)
03  Pen:    Absolut- just would not shut up.  Would not.  He kept
04          going on and on.  About every twenty minutes there would
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05          be some reference t- to my .hh (0.4) t- to my putting on
06          weight or me being over weight or me getting obes:e .hhh
07          (.)
08  Pen:    You know I- [I think-
09  Mum:                [He used the word obese  
10          (.)
11  Pen:    What
12  Mum:    He used the word obese
13  Pen:    He said that I was going to become obese the way that
14          carry on or something like that.
15          (.)
16  Pen:    And like er:m
17  Mum:    .hhhh HHH[HHHH      ]
18  Pen:             [I- he says]he- (0.3) he asked me how much
19          weighed(.) and I said (0.4) I just lied basically
20          because I thought if I tell him how much 
21          [I weigh he’d just    ]hold it against=
22  Mum:    [Oh:: you don’t hhhhhh]  
23  Pen:   =me so I just lied.
24         (.)
25  Mum:    HHHHHHHHHHHHHH
01  Pen:    Its about ten and a half ish.
02          (0.7)
03  Pen:    I thought ‘Do I dare say that I’m like eleven ‘cause 
04          he’ll just go ma:d.
05          (0.8)
06  Pen:    He’ll be just like ‘.HHOH THAT’S HOW MUCH I WEIGH’. He
07          said I was fatter than him.
08          (0.4)
09  Pen:    He goes ‘I can’t believe you’re eighteen and you’re
10          bigger than me and I’m your dad.’
11          (0.3)
12  Mum:    Ohhhhhhhhhh .hhhh[hhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhh
13  Pen:                     [He just- He just goes] He just goes
14          on about erm how it’s horrible and everything and how=
15  Mum:     [hhhhh]
16  Pen:    =[‘don’t] you want to look nice’ and stuff. 
17  Mum:    Ochhhh::::: .hhh Penny you’re beautiful. And this is his
18          issue not you[rs.
19  Pen:                 [Apart from anything Mum it’s just plain
20          rude.
21  Mum:   I know it’s [rude.
22  Pen:               [Just so like (0.3) arrogant and like (.)
23          like I don’t how he presents- I was just talking Anna 
24          about it and I was just saying ‘Anna I just- I just
01          (1.0) I’m just kind of just I just don’t know really
02          know what to think about it.’ (.)‘cause he’s like’ and 
03          Anna was saying ‘well (.) I wouldn’t think anything of 
04          it. It’s not worth [(0.4) wo]rth your=
05  Mum:                       [No:     ]
06  Pen:    =thoughts’ basically because if he’s (.) my father
07          then he- all he does is just .hh s- er basically put
08          down his daughter then you know what kind of a 
09          father is that.
10          (.)
11  Mum:    No exactly
12  Pen:    If he demands respect of you erm (.) you know i- it’s-
13          (.) you know you should even mo:re so think you know
14          ‘you fuck off’ huh
15  Mum:    I know
16  Pen:    You know an- it- (.) I can’t- I can’t get my words
17          out I’m just like (0.8)  HHHHH str- I was stressed 
18          out before really stressed out.
19          (0.7)
20  Mum:    Well don’t be.
21  Pen:    And (0.6) Mandy was just telling blatant lies 
22          about me.
23          (0.3)
01  Mum:    [Was] she?
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02  Pen:    [Erm]
03          (0.6)
04  Mum:    [What do you mean]
05  Pen:    [Ages ago        ] erm I took erm (0.7) you know sort of 
06          dieting pills.
07  Mum:    Yeah
08  Pen:    And I didn’t even take them. This was ages ago
09          [when I was] living with Dad and Mandy
10  Mum:    [I know    ]
11  Mum:    I remember yeah
12  Pen:    Erm I weren’t ill off them were I?
13  Mum:    No:?
14  Pen:    And she- She said- I telling y- you know the- Oh yeah
15          I haven’t told you yet, you know the pills I’m taking 
16          for my stomach at the moment.
17  Mum:    Yes
18          (1.0)
19  Pen:    The acid ones
20  Mum:    Ye::s
21  Pen:    Them. They’re making me really ill.
22  Mum:    Oh::::::: no:::::::
23  Pen:    Bad side effects and stuff. I feel like- I go really 
01          dizzy and stuff and really like (.) .hh like I can’t- 
02          I start like rocking and my eyes start like going ove-
03          steaming over and stuff misting over and 
04          [I start feeling ] dizzy and I have to=
05  Mum:    [.HHHave you got-]
06  Pen:    = lie down and stuff.
07  Mum:    Have you got a follow up appointment for that.
08  Pen:    Erm two months yeah
09  Mum:    Oh no:: Well you can’t wait that long
10  Pen:    I know. [(    )
11  Mum:            [Well make an appointment next [week.
12  Pen:                                           [I was saying
13          because I felt really ill, to Dad yesterday, I was
14          sat [on the]couch and I was going, ‘Stan can I lie down=
15  Mum:        [˚Yeah˚] 
16  Pen:    I don’t feel very well’ and everything. .HH and like erm
17          (0.3) Mandy was saying like (0.5) ‘OH No you shouldn’t
18           be taking pills’ and everything and I was like ‘yeah’
19  Mum:    You shouldn’t be taking pi:lls:
20  Pen:    Yeah. ‘You cou-‘ you know ‘you shouldn’t take pills’
21          and stuff like that and I said ‘Yeah but (0.3) I need
22         them’ and stuff. [I’m like]you know ‘for my stomach’=
22  Mum:                    [Mm      ]
23  Pen:    =and stuff
01          (0.3)
02  Pen:    She was going ‘Yeah but it doesn’t solve the problem, it
03          just gets rid of the pai:n’.  Does she just think pills
04          are just [for (   ) ]           
05  Mum:             [Oh::: For goodness sake
06  Pen:    ‘No. It actuall[y st]ops my stomach from producing ACID’
07  Mum:                  [No  ]
08  Mum:     Ye[ah I know]
09  Pen:       [(        )It doesn’t numb the pain.
10  Mum:     Yeah
11  Pen:    (That     ) I may as well just take paracetamol then
12          (0.4)
13  Pen:    [Do you know what I mean]            [(       )]
14  Mum:    [Well she doesn’t       ] understand [pharmaco ]logy
15          then.
16          (.)
17  Pen:    Eh?
18  Mum:    PHARMACOLOGY. Isn’t Mandy’s thing then hhhhhh
19          (0.3)
20  Pen:    Well nothing is really is it.
21  Mum:    Huh [huh
22  Pen:        [Like erm (0.3) She goes (        ) ‘Oh I remember
23          when you took them dieting pills an- .hh and you felt
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24          exactly the sa:me.  (.) And you were really ill’ and I
01          was just thinking ‘No I didn’t. Wh- What the fuck you 
02          on about. I didn’t even take them.’ 
03  Mum:    No:
04  Pen:    I found the packet there were- I only took about two
05          out of them.
06  Mum:    Yeah
07  Pen:    I just could be bothered taking them. I can’t- I don’t
08          take pills everyday.
09          (0.3)
10  Mum:    Mmm
11  Pen:    I’m getting really bad at taking pills.  I just stopped
12          taking them.  Not because I felt ill.
13          (0.4)
14  Pen:    And like erm (0.5) she was going on about all these
15           quote-ations that I used to say.
16          (.)
17  Pen:    And stuff. She used to go .hh ‘you used to go around
18          saying ‘I wanna knock you out’ and stuff like that. And 
19          I was like
20  Mum:    I wanna knock you ou::t.
21  Pen:    Yeah. Potrayin- Basically portraying me as what I used 
22          be like as a scally.
23          (.)
01  Mum:    Huh hhhhhh huh huh huh .hhhhhh
02  Pen:    And she’s there going ‘I remember when Penny
03          used to go to school and she was like really
04          loud’ And I’m like (0.9)
05  Mum:    Oh m[y  ] gOD 
06  Pen:        [Huh]
07  Pen:    I just thought ‘what the hell [ (                )
08  Mum:                                  [She’s remind- remembering
09          her own childhood.
10          (.)
11  Pen:    Eh?
12          (0.3)
13  Mum:    Remembering her own childhood.
14          (0.8)
15  Pen:    Yeah
16          (0.4)
17  Pen:    Seriously but (.) she’s so shallow Mum
18  Mum:    I kn[ow:   ]
19  Pen:        [(    )] (.) They thought- They think that Pete, you
20          know the Tourettes guy, they think that he puts on his
21          his Tourettes.
22  Mum:    Mmm
01          (0.3)
02  Pen:    And they were just taking the mick out of him basically.
03  Mum:    What the p- pair of them.
04  Pen:    Yeah
05  Mum:    Tch
06  Pen:    Like laughing at him and call- like going just like
07          mimicking his erm twitches and stuff.
08  Mum:    Oh my god. Nice 
09  Pen:    And I just thought (0.8) like ‘what- who are you, you
10          (         )
11  Mum:    I know
12  Pen:    You’re like y- y- right Dad’s like over forty now
13          or whatever
14  Mum:    Yeah
15  Pen:    And he’s still like he still hasn’t got over the fact
16          like people have like Tourettes syndrome and stuff.
17  Mum:    I know
18  Pen:    He doesn’t know about my OCD. I can’t- I don’t dare
19          tell him
20          (0.3)
21  Mum:    Don’t. [Don’t   ]
22  Pen:           [I’m his-] I’m his fat daughter with OCD
23  Mum:   Oh:: Penny stop.  
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01          (0.4)
02  Mum:    Well that’s not how it is.
03  Pen:    Oh it is. To him. In his eyes that’s what I am.
04  Mum:    .hhh HHHHHHHHHHHH
05  Pen:    They’re just horrible.  And I go there] and I’m like=
06  Mum:                            [I know::      ] 
07  Pen:    =And like (0.3) he demands me to like (0.6) you know get
08         him a better bloody father’s card.
09  Mum:    Oh:::
10  Pen:   (           )
11  Mum:    But that’s just to show::. You know? That’s
12          what he thinks there is to fathering.
13          (1.1)
14  Mum:    Going- Going on fathers day to visit- well the day
15          before father’s day. Pick up the cards, put them on the
16          mantelpiece and then they can show- show everybody that
17          comes into his (.) [CHILD]LESS HOUSE what a [fantastic]= 
18  Pen:                       [(   )]                  [Well that-]
19  Mum:    =father he is. 
20  Pen:    And then like Mandy just how hypocritical she is 
21          [like go]ing on about how shocking it is= 
22  Mum:    [I know ]
23  Pen:    =that people chea:t
01  Mum:    Huhhh [ha ha ha ha]
02  Pen:          [I thought  ] (0.4) ‘are you thick’
03  Mum:    .Hhhh
04  Pen:    I kind of (  ) when she went like- when we
05          went salsa dancing and she said .hhh quote
06          ‘I am probably one of the most faithful people 
07          you will ever meet’
08  Mum     Ye[ah huh huh  huh huh huh huh=     
09  Pen:      [I still haven’t got over that quote. That was 
10          about a couple of years ago.
11  Mum:    =.HHH [oh:: God::]
12  Pen:     (    [         )]
13  Pen:    I think
14  Mum:    The thing is though is that he is[n’t          
15  Pen:                                      [She cheated
16  Mum:    #Yeah- I kno::w
17  Pen:    She broke up my .hh OH:::
18          (0.3)
19  Mum:    No. No no no no I don’t blame her for that [at all
20  Pen:                                               [I know you
21          don’t.  I don’t mean she broke up the marriage but
22          she was definitely a bloody catalyst.
01  Mum:    Well yes, certainly the catalyst .hh but
02  Pen:    You know she was bloody you know bloody
03          shagging DAD.
04  Mum:    Yeah
05  Pen:    Huh huh you know she was shagging (0.4)your husband
06          for Christ sake my bloody mum’s husband.
07  Mum:    [Yes:       ]
08  Pen:    [She’s there] quoting that she’s the most faithful
09          woman you’ll ever meet
10  Mum     [I kn(h)ow hhhh]
11  Pen:    Going on at other people for being unfaithful.
12  Mum:    Huh huh huh .hhhh
13  Pen:    ‘I wouldn’t put up with that’ (.)  I thought
14  Mum:    But she does put up with it. It’s interesting:
15  Pen:    I know ‘cause Dad does cheat on her.
16  Mum:    I know he does. Er- we ALL know he does.
17          (.)
18  Mum:    She must know that he does.
19  Pen:    Dad kept getting text messages all last night 
20          (0.3)
21  Mum:    What (       )
22  Pen:    Lik- Like obviously like conversation text messages
01  Mum:    What do you mean
02  Pen:    Last- Not last night sorry today. <Like you know like
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03          erm (0.7) you know like when you text- when you like 
04          text message conversation with people. having a
05  Mum:    Mm::
06  Pen:    Like you always get one back about every like five to
07          minutes [or] something like that ‘cause you’re having a=
08  Mum:            [Mm]
09  Pen:    = ten conversation with someone
10  Mum:    Mm
11  Pen:    So I don’t know that made me a bit suspicious. And it
12          was like (0.7) he [kept] wondering off to text huh huh
13  Mum:                  [Mm  ] 
14  Mum:    Mm:::: Well there you are you see.
15  Pen:    (       ) Like I don’t even feel sorry I don’t like 
16          think anything of it ‘cause I just think you know what-
17          what more do I expect [you know]
18  Mum:                          [I know  ] I don’t- No I don’t
19          feel sorry for- for either of them. [But I think-]
20  Pen:                                        [No: I-      ]
21          I just- I don’t even pity them to be honest I just 
22          think whatever get on with it huh huh
01  Mum:    Well then what you mustn’t do is internalise their
02          views of you.
03          (0.4)
04  Mum:    You mustn’t
05  Pen:    Yeah. I don’t (0.4) like take it all- to heart or=
06  Pen:    =anything [‘Cause like] It’s not like it’s not like= 
07  Mum:              [No::       ]   
08          =I think I’m thin or anything.  [I know] that I’m= 
09  Mum:                                    [No    ]
10  Pen:    =overweight.
11           (0.6)
12  Pen:    But I don’t appreciate the comments that- I don’t 
13          appreciate the constant reminder of like huh like
14          patronising that I have to like put up with.
15          (0.3)
16  Mum:    No
17          (0.4)
18  Mum:    No
19  Pen:    No- All all just to make him feel like a better dad.
20  Mum:    [I know    ]
21  Pen:    [That’s all] it is.
22          (0.4)
01  Mum:    Well no I don’t think [it’s even that       ]
02  Pen:                          [I just think you know] why
03          why the hell should I sit here
04  Mum:    No I thi-
05  Pen:    (At your) house now like with you just telling me
06          I’m fat and Mandy telling me I’m 
07  Mum:    No he has a real thing about it because (0.3) erm
08          his m- mum and dad (0.3) I don’t know about his real
09          mum, but I think she probably was but (.) his dad
10          and his step-mum and his brother and his sister .hhh
11          were all over-weight and he’s had to work really hard
12          not to be.
13          (0.6)
14  Pen:    Yeah
15  Mum:    And er it’s a big issue for him but that’s for him  
16          (0.6)
17  Mum:    You know
18  Pen:    I don’t see why he has to project it. It’s just like
19  Mum:    No
20  Pen:    It- it’s (0.7) It’s not like erm I’m like there
21          blubbering along the street [you know] like eating= 
22  Mum:                     [No-     ]
23  Pen:    =pies all day.
23  Mum:    Of course not.  
01  Pen:    I’m overweight. I’m like not (.) fat. You know 
02          [what I mean]
03  Mum:    [No         ] 
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04  Pen:    I’m like you know. I could lose a bit of weight, could
05          [lose a bit of weight off my (     )]
06  Mum:    [You don’t have to justify it. STOP.] Stop, stop, stop.
07          Don’t. Don’t. This is hi- it was his issue not yours.
08  Pen:    Mm
09          (0.6)
10  Pen:    Mm
11  Mum:    That’s how he measures people [value is how- 
12  Pen:                                  [You know what. (    )
13          Right. You know that Stan’s really paranoid about his
14          weight.
15          (0.4)
16  Mum:    Mm
17  Pen:    Imagine how (.) paranoid Stan must feel. Sat there, with
18          this guy going on and on and on about me, when Stan
19          thinks he’s really fat and everything.
18  Mum:    Ohhhhh
19  Pen:    He isn’t but. They went on about Stan’s hair.
20  Mum:    Ohhhch [hhh hhh .hhhh                  ]
21  Pen:           [Taking the mick out of his hair.] 
22  Mum:    Oh wow
01  Pen:    Stan at one point just went (.) erm (.) ‘I’ve heard
02          it all before’ and just turned around and stuff. 
03  Mum:    Well, good for him. That’s exactly what. That’s (.)
04          good for him.
05  Pen:    But I can’t do it.  I’m scared of the conflict
06          (0.3)
07  Pen:    Like- ‘cause they were just- Mandy was going ‘Oh I 
08          bet you get birds living in there and,’
09  Mum:    OH:: GO::D that’s HORRIBLE.
10  Pen:    Saying like- just being like-
11  Mum:    Have you seen photographs of your dad when he was
12          sixteen seventeen.
13  Pen:    Exactly. (     ) had long hair. Yeah I know.
14  Mum:    Yeah
15  Pen:    And like (.) I think basically it`s like what Stan was 
16          saying to me on one of the other recorded phone calls 
17          that we had ages ago
18  Mum:    Mm
19  Pen:    And Stan was saying that basically most people nowadays
20          just think all boys have to have short hair and girls 
21          have long [hair.
22  Mum:              [Well that’s really- ‘cause that’s th- that’s
23          that’s the conversation that I’m writing. That I hope 
24          will be published actually.
01  Pen:    Yeah well that’s what it is. 
02          [It’s like- It’s just like]=
03  Mum:    [No it- that’s right.     ]
04  Pen:    =Anything out of the- out of the ordinary like where 
05          i.e. a gu:y has slightly longer hair than bloody short 
06          back an[d sides] and it’s like ‘.HH Ooh (.) is he a bit=
07  Mum:           [I know ] 
08  Pen:    =effeminate.’ ‘He’s a girl him er- he’s a girl. Look at
09          him got long hair. A [bird’s nest er]’ It’s like-
10  Mum:                         [Ohch go::d    ] 
11  Pen:    It’s (    ) They’re FORTY YEARS OLD
12  Mum:    Huh I k(h)n(h)o(h)w huh huh huh
13  Pen:    I mean COME ON
14  Mum:    .HHH #I know I know I know.
15  Pen:    (      ) it. Why what what’s the- what’s huh Mandy
16          basically er we were watching Big Brother last night
17          and all Mandy went on about is the dress sense of
18          people. 
19  Mum:    Ohhh
20  Pen:    And she was like (0.5) that guy you know P-Pete with 
21          tourettes. She [was] erm saying- she went ‘Mm I think=
22  Mum:                   [Mm-]
23  Pen:    = he’s- I think he’s er I think he’s putting on that
24          tourettes’ and she was like imitating it and laughing
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25          and [Dad] was laughing and doing it. And then she went= 
01  Mum:        [Tch] 
02  Pen:    = (0.5) ‘Oh his dress sense is a bit funny though isn’t
03          it. Oh no he’s a bit weird. I don’t 
04          [like his clothes.’ Like- like] you=
05  Mum:    [oh hhhh huh huh .hhhh        ]
06  Pen:    =know if that really mattered. What like- like what 
07          he- no she was really going on about it though. Not just
08          like an off-the-hand comment. [(    ) ]‘he dresses a bit
10  Mum:                                   [Mm   ]
11  Pen:    =funny doesn’t he.’ It was like (.) she- she was 
12          surprised by it. Like she’d never seen anyone dress
13          slightly like eccentric before.
14  Mum:    Mm
15  Pen:    Like her bloody (0.3) you know secretarial bloody land.
16          (0.5)
17  Pen:    Where everybody just wears bloody suits
18          (1.7)
19  Mum:    Huh .hhhh
20  Pen:    I feel (            ) it’s just like- you just go back
21          in time when you there.
22          (0.3)
01  Mum:    Back in time. To what.
02  Pen:    Up to like bloody- I don’t know how to explain it like
03          ‘cause there’s no like- you can’t have any bloody
04          liberal bloody views of things.
05  Mum:    Mm
06  Pen:    Everyone- it’s like everyone like one set mind one track 
07          mind everyone bloody thinks the same in that house.
08          (.)
09  Mum:    Yeah
10  Pen:    (     ) so shocked that other people were like (0.5)
11          giving their own bloody opinions.
12          (0.4)
13  Pen:    [You should] have heard her
14  Mum:    [Yeah      ]
15  Pen:    It was just (0.3) it was shameful.
16          (0.4)
17  Mum:    Yes
18  Pen:    Even like Stan just came out and he just went ‘To be 
19          honest with you Penny (.) I don’t like them.’ 
20          And I went ‘Neither do I’
21  Mum:    O(h)hh
22  Pen:    Because they are both just moronic.
23          (0.4)
01  Mum:    Yes
02  Pen:    They are so unbelievable the stuff they say.
03          (.)
04  Pen:    Like (.) just (.) like just things that like a ten year
05          old would comment on basically.
06  Mum:    I know
07  Pen:    You know. The kind of things. 
08          (0.3) 
09  Pen:    And then just her being patronising. I thought (0.9) she 
10          doesn’t- she’s just- she’s just like she’s got no mind.
11  Mum:    I know
12          (0.9)
13  Pen:    ‘You you only a child. You won’t understand it until 
14          you’re older’ basically is what she was saying. <Stan is 
15          twenty-one years old
16  Mum:    I know
17  Pen:    And I’m eighteen. What [does she] think I’m like,= 
18  Mum:                           [I know  ]
19  Pen:    =what seven.
20          (0.4)
21  Mum:    [O(h)h  ]
22  Pen:    [(     )] and you know because someone- someone’s got
23          a bit of funny hair (.) that I’m going to like them
24          basically. <Do you know how many people have weird 
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01          hair these days and I can’t stand them.
02  Mum:    Huh huh huh huh huh huh .hhh YEAH huh huh .hhh 
03          #I know.
04          (0.3)
05  Pen:    Just ‘cause she might have thought like that when
06          she was younger.
07          (0.3)
08  Mum:    Hm::
09  Pen:    Like honestly it’s like she’s like she thinks 
10          everyone was like her when they were kids.
11          (0.6)
12  Mum:    Yes
13  Pen:    But she’s- but I’m eighteen.
14          (0.4)
14  Mum:    #I know
15  Pen:    I’m eighteen years old. [I’m not-]
16  Mum:                            [I know  ]
17  Pen:    I’m not like (0.5) OH::: I don’t know who she
18          thinks- (0.7) I don’t know who she thinks she is and 
19          I don’t know who she thinks I am.
20          (0.3)
21  Pen:    But I can tell you now I’m so much more intelligent
22          than she is.
01  Mum:    .HHHH
02  Pen:    I know I am. I’m not even being arrogant.
03  Mum:    I know.
04  Pen:    It’s- (0.3) hhh huh She’s forty man. And oh:: I can’t
05          get over it.
06          [((background noise))]
07          [      (0.5)         ]
08  Pen:    I can’t get over it. Honestly it- and today I’ve just
09          been in awe all day. Just like completely like (0.3)
10          like (1.0) like shocked.
11          ((Background crying)) 
12  Pen:    And like I can’t believe how dumb she is.
13  Mum:    I know.
14  Mum:    ((off-line)) What’s the matter. 
15  Pen:    [(                           )]
16  Mum:    [Just a second. Just a second. ]Just a second.
17  Mum:    ((off-line)) What’s the matter
18          (0.6)
19  Sop:    ((off-line crying)) Long story.
20          (1.3)
21  Mum:    HHHH Okay. I’m going to have to go sweetheart.
22  Pen:    Okay
23          (.)
01  Pen:    Okay
02  Mum:    Okay
03  Pen:    I’m a bit paranoid now.
04  Mum:    Why::
05  Pen:    Don’t let this leak. Huh
06          (0.3)
07  Mum:    Don’t let what leak.
08  Pen:    All this information.
09  Mum:    What. What. You don’t want me to record the call
10  Pen:    Yeah:: but (0.5) Dad better not find o(h)ut huh huh
11  Mum:    Well- what do you think your dad is going to be 
12          reading much conversation analysis.
13          (0.5)
14  Pen:    Right okay
15  Mum:    Do you think him and Mandy are going to be
16          there on a Friday night discussing the latest
17          paper by Schegloff.
18  Pen:    (    ) huh huh 
19  Mum:    #He(h)y 
20  Pen:    Huh huh
21  Mum:    .HHH hhhh
22  Pen:    Actually one thing that did like strike though when
23          I went in is that they have no books.
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01  Mum:    They have no what.
02  Pen:    No books in the house
03  Mum:    No.  Well they don’t read huh huh huh .hhh
04  Pen:    Seriously there’s like a Next catalogue 
05  Mum:    HHHH O(h)h g(h)od .hhh
06  Pen:    Erm (.) a theasaurus and erm I think erm like some
07          symptoms and allergies like er (0.3) kind of log
08          thing and a phone book. And I just thought (0.6) 
09          like- you know their life is just like so (0.6)
10          like nineteen bloody sixty-four or whatever it is.
11  Mum:    Nineteen sixty-four.
12          (1.0)
13  Mum:    That’s the year of my birth. What’s wrong with 
14          nineteen sixty-four.
15  Pen:    No that book.  What is it. Nineteen sixty-six.
16  Mum:    Nineteen eighty-four::.
17  Pen:    Bloody hell. Huh .hhh [(         ) nineteen]= 
18  Mum:                          [Huh huh huh huh huh ]
19  Pen:    =eighty-four like where you have to think like
20          the right things.
21  Mum:    .HHH #That’s exactly what it’s like. You’re right.
22          (.)
01  Mum:    Yes
02  Pen:    Bloody oh::
03  Mum:    Let’s put them in room 101.
04  Pen:    Just ridiculous
05  Mum:    Mm hm
06          (0.4)
07  Mum:    I’m going to have to go. I don’t know Sophie’s crying
08          at something, I need to find out what the matter is.
09  Pen:    Oh:: gaw::d
10  Mum:    .HHHH HHHHHH I know.
11  Pen:    No probs
12  Mum:    Sorry
13  Pen:    No probs I said. I’ll erm (0.3)[ring] you later on then.
14  Mum:                                   [okay]
15  Mum:    Er Clift on-
16  Pen:    Yeah. I know yeah
17          (.)
18  Mum:    Saturday.
19  Pen:    Yeah
20  Mum:    I think we finish at four
21          (.)
22  Pen:    Ri[ght
23  Mum:      [So I’ll co- I- if you get a train that get’s into 
01          Clift kind of half fourish that would be (.) great.
02  Pen:    That’s- Yeah that’s fine.
03  Mum:    Okay
04  Pen:    No problem Mum.
05  Mum:    [All right] then 
06  Pen:    [All right]
07  Mum:    I love you
08  Pen:    I love you too Mum.
09  Mum:    Okay Bye. You’re gorgeous Penny okay
10  Pen:    Pretty damn fine me.
11  Mum:    You are
12  Pen:    Ha ha ha 
13  Mum:    A(h)ll r(h)i(h)g(h)ht .hhhh  Bye
14  Pen:    See you later Mum
15  Mum:    Bye
16  Pen:    Okay Bye
17  Mum:    Bye
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